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Executive summary 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how Clio Online (CO) can optimize their storage 

and integration of data, from their multiple internal and external data sources. This 

optimization is desired to enhance their Business Intelligence (BI) capabilities. The 

improved capabilities are desired to lead to a better understanding of their products, 

customers and commercial activities. Furthermore, the thesis serves to realize the needs 

of business analysts in CO, who wishes to combine data from multiple sources. 

The thesis utilizes Action Design Research (ADR), as a methodological framework and its 

empirical grounds are based on multiple workshops, interviews with both practitioners and 

end-users, documents, API documentation, as well as, interviews with external consultants 

assigned to CO.  

In the thesis, a conceptual framework investigates the theoretical domain of BI and the 

design of data warehouses (DWH). This lead into a complete walkthrough of the ADR 

approach, in which an IT-ensemble-artifact is created, resulting in the uncovering of nine 

design principles.  

The resulting IT-ensemble-artifact consists of: A custom build Extract, Load and Transform 

(ETL) tool and a Redshift DWH, nested in the Amazon Services cloud.   

The ETL tool, ClioWarehouse, serves to extract, transform and load data from Marketo 

into the Redshift DWH. The DWH can then be accessed from BI tools through a JDBC 

driver and query the data. Using SQL statements makes it possible to manipulate the data 

in the DWH.  

From the creation of the IT-ensemble-artifact, nine design principles were derived: 1) No 

DWH platform fits all, 2) Organizational readiness to share data, 3) Never expect data to 

be perfect, 4) Include the end users in the ensemble artifact, 5) Consider compatibility with 

analytical tools, 6) Consider Response Readiness to data ecosystems, 7) Be well informed 

about data sources, 8) Care about finding the right the database architecture and 9) Bear 

in mind your value proposition. 

Both the ensembled artifact and the design principles were deemed valuable for CO, as 

they can both be used to guide CO in their process of enhancing their analytical potential. 
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Abstract 

This thesis is based on a case study, focusing on the organization, Clio Online (CO), 

whose core product is the digital learning platform, clioonline.dk. 

The problem formulation has a duality, formulated with a question for both industry and 

academia, as a consequence of the study being conducted within the pragmatic research 

paradigm. For the industry, the problem formulation serves to find how web companies 

can integrate and store data multiple data sources, to maximize value from Business 

Intelligence (BI). For the academia, it tries to answer what the different aspects and topics 

are in data warehouse (DWH) construction for web-based companies. The research 

question serves to find the design principles for an IT-Artefact that can systematically 

extract, transform, load, store and integrate, both transactional and behavioral data. The 

thesis is based upon the Action Design Research (ADR) framework and for its empirical 

gatherings it uses semi structured interviews, group interviews and workshops.  It consists 

of a: Conceptual framework, followed by a literature review focused on related work. A 

methodology section, covering ADR and the empirical methods used. An analysis divided 

into three sections, iterating over a build, evaluation and intervention cycle. A section of 

results, in the form of design principles, followed by a discussion focusing on design 

principles and practical implications for the case study itself. 

The thesis contributes to both industry and academia, by producing both: a usable IT-

ensemble-artifact, in addition to, design principles that adds to the current knowledge base 

and can be generalized. 

The found design principles of the thesis was: 1) No DWH platform fits all, 2) 

Organizational readiness to share data, 3) Never expect data to be perfect, 4) Include the 

end users in the ensemble artifact, 5) Consider compatibility with analytical tools, 6) 

Consider Response Readiness to data ecosystems, 7) Be well informed about data 

sources, 8) Care about finding the right the database architecture, 9) Bear in mind your 

value proposition.  

As the end goal of a DWH is to be able to apply BI, our proposed design principles serve 

as the final ratification of this thesis’s outcome and can be used as guidelines for both 

academia and industry alike. 
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Introduction 

This master thesis is an endeavor which seeks to uncover the design principles behind the 

construction of data warehouses (DWH). The research is a case study based upon the 

company CO. CO is a Danish based company that have developed an online learning 

platform, which currently distributes and produces learning materials for the Danish and 

Swedish primary school systems. The learning platform is a highly advanced platform, 

which consists of many different systems and utilizes several integrations. The platform 

itself, and the different integrations with online services and tools, all generate a vast 

amount of data. This data is currently stored in several different databases and it has 

proven difficult for the company to analyze, thus keeping CO from obtaining the valuable 

information withheld by the data.  

Our research utilizes ADR as proposed by Sein et al (2011) in accordance with a scoped 

literature review and a conceptual framework, to produce a technological artifact. A 

technological artifact with a set of design principles behind it that can aid to a better 

understanding of, how companies should think about, structure and store data, in a data 

driven world.  

Topic 

The topic of this master thesis involves the many different aspects of company data. The 

thesis explores both technical and organizational aspects of the different dimensions of 

data. It seeks to provide a better understanding of how companies should think about their 

data, from the very moment it’s generated, to where it’s stored and in what form, to obtain 

the most relevant and beneficial information. As such, the research is aimed at how 

companies can build a foundation that lets them make more informed decisions and obtain 

a better understanding of their customers and products. 

Relevance 

The relevance of conducting this study is two dimensional. First, the study helps to expand 

the knowledge base of how companies can improve decision making, by re-thinking the 

way they utilize their information systems. It also reveals what processes that is part of 
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integrating new software or applications into a young digital organization. The link between 

the understanding of business requirements, organizational factors, technical development 

and integration brings us closer to become Master of Science in information systems and 

business administration. 

Importance 

Data is becoming a larger and larger determent regarding many aspects of businesses. It 

is playing a still larger role in marketing, product development, quality assurance, decision 

making and strategy making. However, it is not sufficient to focus on how value can be 

extracted from the data and why it is important. One must also ask - when can companies 

properly begin to utilize their data? In this study, we analyze and discuss, which goals 

must be met to extract value from data. What type of fundament allows companies to 

make their data work for them? This is done using ADR and creating an IT-Artefact 

ensemble in using an IT dominant Build Intervention Evaluation cycle (BIE). 

Motivation 

This thesis proposes an exciting perspective on BI of a medium sized digital company, in 

the era of big data and cloud services. It seeks to contribute to the knowledge base of BI 

and the storage and selection of data. All topics that are becoming an increasingly more 

important and integrated part of business administration. Furthermore, the thesis explores 

and evaluates the use of ADR in a new domain. Applying our existing knowledge base of 

IT architecture, business requirements, programming skills, data structures and big data 

principles, this case study serves as an excellent opportunity to apply the learnings and 

knowledge obtained from Cand.Merc.IT.  

Case company description 

CO is a platform for e-learning aimed at the elementary schools in Denmark, Sweden and 

Norway. It is the largest digital publisher of teaching materials in Denmark. 

Denmark is the most saturated market, and they started the company in 2006 and have 

since obtained a market share of 47 and currently holds around 150 employees. 
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Organizationally speaking, most of the shares were bought by Bonnier Group in 2015, 

drawing on their expertise and experience in publishing books.  

Around 150 employees are hired at CO, mainly focusing on keeping their core product, the 

platform clioonline.dk, up and running. Also developing new materials for the students, 

enhancing functionality of the platform and analyzing data to maintain and attract new 

customers. The customers can at a high level be either a commune or a school, if not both 

at the same time. A school buys a subscription for a course, for a specific class, making 

the teacher and the students important customers of the product as well. 

Marketing and sales department of CO focuses on convincing teachers to buy a 

subscription to a given portal on the platform, granting them free trial periods.  

Trying to emphasize on the vision of CO, they describe their aim on their website: 

“Our aim is to help as much as possible with teacher preparation programs such as tests, 

curriculum planning, annual learning plans and teaching itself.” Clioonline.dk. (2018) 

Headquarter of CO is situated at Esplanaden in Copenhagen, Denmark. It also has offices 

in Odense, Aarhus and Aalborg in Denmark. They have a department in Ukraine, mainly 

focusing on the developments of the different platforms. Within the investigated case 

company, this thesis is focusing on employees from the BI team and marketing team. 

Problem formulation 

Industry: How can web companies integrate and store data from multiple data sources, to 

maximize value from Business Intelligence? 

Academia: What are the different aspects and topics in data warehouse construction for 

web-based companies? 

Research Question 

1. What are the design principles for an IT-Artefact that can systematically extract, 

transform, load, store and integrate, both transactional and behavioral data? 
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Delimitations 

CO has more than 150 employees, all working in relation to the platform, Clioonline.dk 

This thesis is focused on the marketing and BI team of CO and some of the multiple data 

sources available. Thereby this thesis does not focus on combining all data sources of CO, 

but rather as creating a prototype to focus on data integration of Jedox, Marketo and 

Google Analytics.  

BI is widely used as a term, but its end-goal, visualization and reporting is not the focus of 

this assignment, but rather the architecture and back-bone for being able to query and 

extract data from a DWH.  

Advanced Organizer 

This thesis is organized into a conceptual framework, a literature review focusing on 

related work, a methodology section, an analysis divided into three phases, a results 

section, a discussion section and lastly a conclusion. Previous sections have served the 

purpose of providing the reader with an outline of the purpose, motivation and problem that 

this thesis is engaged with. The next two sections, Conceptual Framework and Literature 

Review, is intended to fulfill five functions: 1) to construct a foundation, 2) to demonstrate 

how our thesis contribute to the knowledge base, 3) to conceptualize the study, 4) to 

assess and instrument the right research design, 5) to provide a reference point for the 

interpretation of results. Rocco, T., & Plakhotnik, M. (2009) 

Conceptual framework 

This section will serve as the foundation of concepts applied in this thesis, aiming to 

provide the knowledge needed to understand and assess the research which will enable 

us to examine our research questions. It will include an introduction and explanation of 

multiple concepts, along with reasons for their importance in this research. To examine our 

research questions, we’ve identified five areas of research which, in connection, make up 

the field of knowledge that is required for this thesis. Some of these concepts are directly 

related to one another and our research, however other related fields exists, and they can 

be found in the related work section of the literature review. These other fields are 
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mentioned in our section describing related work but are not a part of the conceptual 

framework.  

We have identified the concepts Business Intelligence, Web Analytics, the Cloud, Data 

Warehouse and Architecture to be necessary for the thesis. Not only do they relate 

strongly to each other, some of them are also prerequisites for one another.   

BI, DWH and its architecture is in a constant change. New platforms are available and due 

to more resources available in the cloud, processing power becomes cheaper and more 

efficient. Marketa Horakova, & Hana Skalska. (2013).  

As concepts of DWH and BI are changing, we dedicate this section to describe the 

fundamental concepts for both, referring to the most recent trends of these and our 

understanding and application of the concepts throughout this thesis. 

Business Intelligence 

BI is an umbrella term that combines architectures, tools, databases, analytical tools, 

applications and methodologies. Negash and Gray (2008) perceives BI as a data driven 

process that combines data storage and processes it with knowledge management to help 

enhancing the business decision making process. Gartner (2013) and Halpern (2015) 

extends the umbrella term to include practices to optimize performance and decision-

making. Larson, & Chang. (2016). The process of doing BI can be broken down into five 

steps: Data, ETL, Data Warehousing, Analytical Engine and Presentation Layer Cristestu 

(2016). In this thesis, the main focus is the first three which serves as predecessors for 

doing the actual analytical work. 

Traditionally BI analysis has been performed inside the company, using customized and 

self-developed BI tools and software Cristestu (2016). This is something which can be very 

resource demanding, why small - and medium sized companies often struggled to take full 

advantage of BI. However, as technology within the BI field has evolved, and as big SaaS 

platforms is becoming easier and cheaper to use, BI is becoming more relevant for smaller 

businesses.  

Data Linkages refers to the challenge of linking data sources. This might be linking 

transactional data from an enterprise resource planning system with behavioral data 
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generated in third-party software but linking data in the same system can also prove 

challenging, if common identifiers or keys are not available. 

Lack of Standard: There is no real hard standard for tagging or naming data sources. This 

makes integration of different data sources difficult. 

Vertical Analysis: This challenge is defined by a lack of vertical analysis. As more analysis 

tools become available and more businesses of all sizes starts to put more focus on BI 

there will be a higher need for vertical analysis capabilities due to more unique businesses 

processes and needs will have to be addressed.   

Storage and Scalability: Businesses becomes more and more digitalized and exponentially 

more data are created. This leads to storage challenges and scalability issues. 

Tracking Across Affiliate Sites: It is a challenge to collect data from the same user’s 

journeys over multiple of sites, even though they are owned and operated by the same 

company 

Mobile Applications is still a challenge in terms of the collection of data, but it is always 

harder to manage systems/applications on multiple platforms. 

Of the non-technological challenges, Privacy refers to the challenge of keeping users 

sense of privacy, whilst still collecting relevant data. 

Accuracy refers to the challenge of collecting data which is consistent with reality. So that 

it can be used. The challenge of Data ownership and Sharing refers to the process of 

complying with data laws and ethics, which may vary by a large margin according to 

geography, industry standards and public opinion. 

These challenges are not just mentioned by Iyer, L. & Raman, R. (2011). The main 

contents of the different challenges are mentioned in multiple of the included articles, but 

they do not elaborate on them to the same degree.  

Web analytics 

Web analytics is a concept which covers the analysis of both user behavior, in - and traffic 

to web applications. Järvinen and Karjaluoto, (2018). Web analytics has become 

increasingly more important over recent years due the advance of technology within the 
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area as well as the continuously increasing availability of services Iyer, L., & Raman, R. 

(2011). The increased availability has also made smaller companies turn their eyes 

towards Web Analytics.  Web analytics strongly relates to BI and many of the ideas, 

thoughts and challenges are also present in web analytics. For instance, a web platform´s 

users behavior are a relevant parameter for BI.    

Cloud 

The concept of the Cloud is broad and covers multiple fields of study and practice. The 

term covers the provision of computing power and raw storage by itself, up to entire 

services that handles both storage, querying, analysis and presentation. The focus in this 

thesis is database and DWH services available and enabled through the cloud.  

The cloud concept in this review refers to the capability of storing data in the cloud, as an 

online database, that can be accessed from multiple locations simultaneously. It has 

flexible characteristics and abilities to manage large amounts of data, if the proper 

architecture is in place Popeangă, J. (2014). There are numerous providers that offers 

similar services. All the major IT companies, Amazon, Oracle, Microsoft, IBM and the list 

goes on, all offering their own take(s) on a cloud solution that provides online storage and 

query functionality. When choosing the right online provider, it is important to look at one's 

own data sources and their dependencies, data format and ones use case for the data. 

The cloud is important to understand in relation to weighing in on, which storage option is 

the one best suited for the case. Thus, it is of importance in this thesis in terms of the case 

study. 

Data warehouse concepts 

The DWH is essentially a group of databases that contains data from the operational 

sources in an organization, to support decision making in an organization.  (Asrani and 

Jain, 2014). It consists of different layers, depending on its architecture and is also 

considered the vendor of data for the BI tools, that can use the DWH. A DWH is a subject-

oriented, integrated, time-variant, and non-volatile collection of data in support of 

management’s decision-making process. Inmon (1996). Ralph Kimball, leading proponent 
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of the dimensional approach to building a DWH, defines it as: “A copy of transaction data 

specifically structure for query and analysis” Kimball R and Ross M (2013) 

Data quality, performance monitoring and installations are essential for DWH 

implementation and maintenance. It is needed for an organization to develop superior IT 

capabilities and thereby successfully managing its IT resources and be agile. Rahman, N. 

(2016) 

The point of using of using a DW is for BI tools to be applied and access the data, 

representing in it a way that can make managers perform analysis. Tools range from 

simple ad-hoc queries to advanced data mining applications (Kimball and Ross, 2013) 

Architecture 

The data warehousing literature discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using 

different architectures in a setting, but some common denominators are used when 

discussing a DWH architecture. These components of the architecture are briefly 

presented prior to a comparison and shortcomings of each.  

At larger organizations there tend to be multiple developers that works and maintain the 

DWH. As they work with each other's code, they ideally must have a common practice of 

working with the systems. Controlling these objects via a defined architecture and 

documenting changes in tools like GIT. Rahman, N. (2016) 

The architecture of a DWH is an essential element in every organization, and its design is 

considered important. A poor architecture can result in lack of scalability, performance 

difficulties and no single version of the truth. Ariyachandra, & Watson. (2010) 

When deciding on an architecture, it is not claimed that there is a master architecture to be 

applied in any organization. Every organization is in a different setting and use-cases for 

their DWH, as the choice of architecture, becomes a strategic decision based on the 

business vision and its strategies.  The DWH architecture constitutes its core elements 

and their associated workflow, consisting of various building blocks. The operational 

source systems, the Data marts or the centralized DWH and the access tools Aljawarneh, 

I. (2016) 
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Figure 1 – DWH  architecture 

 

A typical DWH architecture, as proposed by Vaisman, Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & 

SpringerLink. (2014) can be seen in figure 1. 

The figure covers the overall aspects of how we perceive and define a classic DWH 

architecture and its usage. Its underlying assumptions and technical definitions are many, 

and this is to be perceived as the simplest structure, not taking a given environment into 

consideration. This thesis briefly discusses: Data sources, back-end tier, DWH tier, OLAP 

tier and the front-end tier. The weight of each follows the relevance of this thesis and not 

its overall importance in relation to building a DWH. 

 

Data sources: 

For building a DWH to add value, the essential input would be the data. Vaisman, 

Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & SpringerLink. (2014) 
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From the organizational setting or systems in use, these inputs might vary in form of type 

and size. All from excel sheets to databases from custom systems or enterprise systems, 

customer relationship management, marketing platforms or web analytics tools such as 

Google Analytics. All these sources need a common data structure for them to add 

hierarchies to each other. This is done in the back-end tier, using the ETL process. The 

organizational decision-making process also includes deciding what data sources to 

include or exclude. 

 

Back-end tier: 

The process of merging the data from the operational source systems is referred to as the 

ETL. Extract, Transform and Load. It harmonizes the raw data before transferring it into 

the DWH. Data is firstly extracted from its operational source system or database. 

Transformation process ensures that the data will comply with the data hierarchy and 

structure in the DWH, thereby cleaning it into a unified format. Load finally makes the data 

available for the user in the DWH, by loading it into the DWH. 

This usually is done using a data staging area, referred to as an operational data store 

before propagated onto the DWH. Vaisman, Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & SpringerLink. 

(2014) 

 

 

Data warehouse tier: 

The typical DWH architecture visualizes the enterprise DWH and the data marts, which 

both might not be present in a practical DWH architecture.  

Data marts can be perceived as specialized DWHs, fulfilling the need of a particular 

department, such as the finance department. The source can either be derived from the 

overall DWH or directly from other sources, such as the ERP system or similar systems 

with financial data. 

The enterprise DWH is to be considered as the centralized DWH, as it encompasses the 

entire organization.  
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Metadata, which is “data about data” are information that is used to define and describe 

contents, definitions, operations and structures within an organization's system 

architecture. Larson, & Chang. (2016). Metadata is used by its business users to 

understand the meaning of the data and its context. It can be categorized into business, 

technical and process metadata. Its relevance is to act as the glue between the technical 

architecture and be comprehensible by the business users, who might not necessarily be 

familiar with the data structure and its labelling.  

Metadata describes the structure of the DWH at both the conceptual/logical level and the 

physical level as well. The conceptual level includes facts, dimensions, hierarchies and 

derived data foundations. These are referred to but not explicitly explained, as the DWH 

architecture is discussed in more brief terms. 

The physical level contains indexes, replication and partitions.  

Metadata is essential in describing the relationships between the data sources, its update 

frequencies, ownership and access rights. Metadata related specifically to the ETL 

process includes the ability to trace its original source and under which transformation rule 

it has been stored under. Vaisman, Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & SpringerLink. (2014) 

Database design or table design and relationships can be built upon different schemas. 

Most common is the star schema, that consists of at least one fact table and one 

dimension table. The galaxy schema extends on this structure, except its requirement of at 

least two fact and two dimension tables. The different schemas within DWH architecture 

has different pros and cons in terms of query performance, storage requirements and load 

time.  

 

OLAP tier: 

OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) tier is composed of an OLAP server, presenting the 

business users with multidimensional data from the DWH or the data marts.  Vaisman, 

Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & SpringerLink. (2014) 

Current trends reveal that there is not a standardized way of defining and manipulating 

data cubes - and underlying technology differs in available systems. Several languages 
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such as XMLA (XML for Analysis) tries to define a common language for exchanging 

multidimensional data between client and OLAP servers. 

 

Front-end tier: 

When the data is accessible in a structure and meaningful way, it can now be visualized 

into reports, dashboards or similar formats. This is mostly done by using BI tools, of which 

services like Tableau, Power BI, Oracle, Google Data Studio, Klipfolio and Jedox which 

CO uses in their organization. Cristescu, M. (2016) OLAP and reporting tools are different, 

as OLAP can be queried by the user and be more customized than a report. A report is 

typically pre-defined and serves to answer a set of recurring questions. These applications 

can visualize data, which can be used as a reference for decision making. Other aspects 

of the front end tier also includes using data mining tools which can reveal valuable 

knowledge, such as patterns and trends. It can also be used to setup predictions based on 

the current or previous data. Vaisman, Alejandro, Zimányi, Esteban, & SpringerLink. 

(2014) 

Literature Review 

The following section is a literature review, covering aspects relevant to the research 

questions of the thesis. The articles, reviews and material used in this are presented 

followed by their relevance of this paper. The search keywords of this literature review 

have been defined by the research questions of this thesis. 

Related work 

This section serves to include and present related literature, relevant to our research 

questions. It emphasizes some of the synergies between the concepts presented, and are 

further to be used as a reference point for our case study. 

Big Data 

Big data has become an increasingly more and more integrated part of analytics and thus 

the term´s relationship with BI cannot be avoided. Big data has become a field of science 
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itself, with vast amounts of research being conducted on its appliance and its value 

proposition for multiple areas.  

Although no widely accepted definition exists yet, there is an agreement that big data has 

a high presence of one or more of the V data-related dimensions, being: volume, velocity 

and variety (D. Laney, 2001), on top of the three Vs that has been firmly agreed upon, 

more and more researchers further argues for two more dimensions: veracity and value 

(Wamba et al., 2018). By managing and analyzing these data dimensions companies can 

unlock valuable information that they can act upon, to obtain better results or better 

decision making. As a data storage facility such as a DWH is responsible for both the 

storage of - and the access to data, it is essential that the concept of big data is 

understood and considered when designing and building it.  

Dealing with big data enhances some of the challenges with the storage and accessibility 

of data. The main challenges worth mentioning in this regard is related to: the sharing of 

data, the access rights to data, the infrastructure which manages the data and the required 

resources to obtain value from the data (Tole, 2013). These all need to be accounted for to 

some extent in order to create a viable and stable storage facility.            

Design Science 

The appliance of design science methodology within the field of information technology 

research is not new (Hevner, Ram, March & Park, 2004). There are many ways of 

implementing ideas from design science in both research and practice and many different 

opinions about how much value it adds, which approach is the better and so forth. This 

section seeks to provide an insight into the idea of design science and its relation to ADR.  

Broadly speaking, the purpose of Design Science seeks to:     

“extend the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities by creating new and 

innovative artifacts.” (Hevner, Ram, March & Park, 2004, p. 1) 

A key part of design thinking is to create, to understand and improve capabilities. Above 

mentioned creation is often connected to the production of artifacts, often called 

technological artifacts, which should be implementable in practice. Other key parts of 

design science are to promote critical thinking amongst both researchers and practitioners 

as well as to synthesize research through implementable implications. (Hevner, Ram, 
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March & Park, 2004, Hevner, 2010). To produce technological artifacts can prove a 

challenge especially because they are often aimed at organizations or people. Therefore, 

the design science epistemology includes tools focused at gaining qualitative data, 

containing complex and dense information, too better understand and include possible 

users and experts for a given information system (Preece, Sharp & Rogers, 2016). When it 

comes to producing the artifacts themselves there are many different approaches. One is 

to produce high - and low fidelity prototypes, another is to make cultural probes that gather 

information about the context that applications is to be placed in (Preece, Sharp & Rogers, 

2016) and then iterate over multiple cycles of prototype, while continuously collecting data 

from users and other involved parties. A third could be to use an agile development 

management approach, such as SCRUM. (Cervone, 2011) 

Data storage – NoSQL 

Recent trends move towards storing unstructured data in a NoSQL database. Its reference 

point is the SQL database, which is a structured database, where relational schemas and 

hierarchies are enforced. Arguments for the transition from SQL to NoSQL are varied, but 

mostly refers to avoiding the rigid relational schema structure. 

“Data does not conform to a rigid relational schema. Hence, I can’t be bound by the 

structure of a RDBMS and need something more flexible” Stonebraker, M. (2010) 

Further arguments are added as for when to choose NoSQL over SQL: 

Easier deployment, large scale data support, scalability and ability to cache layer for 

storing transactional data. Chandra, D. (2015). 

Databases in NoSQL are designed for performance and scalability requirements of web-

based application, for which traditional relational databases cannot be addressed. Ganesh 

Chandra, D. (2015). NoSQL contains information, that dynamically can change its 

structure over time, without the enforcement of a relational schema in place.  

The relational databases follow the ACID properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and 

Durability) and NoSQL databases follow BASE principles (Basically Available, Soft State, 

Eventual consistency). Chandra, D. (2015).  
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Data protection & privacy 

This related work of the thesis focuses on two of the aspects in terms of data protection 

and privacy. 1) Security for the data and 2) The ethical and legal concerns when storing 

personal data in a DWH.  

Privacy is getting more attention lately, with recent regulations taking place in both an 

American and European context. The GDPR affecting the European legislation on how to 

store, encrypt and get acceptance from customers when gathering data.  

When data is discussed in relation to BI and business, it does not necessarily always 

account for the privacy or ethical considerations of storing private information whether it 

might be about its employees, customers, partners or competitors. Abbas, H., Maennel, 

O., & Assar, S. (2017).  

Security wise, when storing data in the cloud, it imposes a potential security risk, whereas 

the previous IT landscape historically have had its data stored at locally centered data-

centers within their own premises. Cloud enables remote access from multiple locations. 

Even though cloud technology itself is considered a state-of-the-art technological 

innovation Abbas, H., Maennel, O., & Assar, S. (2017) it still has some unforeseen issues 

that needs to be addressed by developers, scientists and ethical organizations to 

meaningfully handle the increasing amount of data that a business is in possession of.  

Authentication has been suggested as a way of ensuring that only people with the access 

rights to a given piece of information on a cloud server, is allowed to retrieve it. 

Authentication itself is a complex term, ranging from simple authentication protocols to 

advanced two- or three-factor authentication systems.  Khalid, Ghafoor, Irum, & Shibli. 

(2013) 

The research of ethical considerations when discussing data structures and information to 

gather can be referred to in APA (2010), which is ethics code principles and standards for 

practitioners and researchers. An argument that tries to answer the question as of when 

data can be stored for a client is that client confidentiality must follow fundamental ethical 

obligations. Lustgarten, S., & Brown, Ronald T. (2015) 
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Whereas the literature of this thesis does not go in-depth in the details of ethical and legal 

aspects, it is mentioned to a certain extent. One must keep these in mind when designing 

a DWH and creating visualizations or reports of the data.  

BI & Data Visualization 

An important aspect of the decision-making process for data analysis is how it is presented 

and what story it tells. Data visualization and storytelling plays a major role in presenting 

the data, making it actionable in a desired direction. In modern organizations data is 

treated as an IT infrastructure. An important step deals with how the users consume the 

data through visual display, as it affects decision making. (Bačić, & Fadlalla, 2016). 

Business Information Visualization practice focuses on enabling conversion of data into 

actionable insights and refers to our understanding and implementation of visual 

technologies and techniques. (Bačić, & Fadlalla, 2016). 

The term visualization is referred to in different literature, both as data visualization, 

information visualization, scientific visualization, visual analytics and business 

visualization. Whilst the scope of conducting each visualization can differ, its common 

characteristics is that it is visible and can be seen by the end user.  As for the data 

visualization “A clear thread among all of the definitions is the computer-supported 

interactive visualization of data“ (Bačić, & Fadlalla, 2016). 

When this thesis discusses best practice or solution design within BI we must keep the 

‘good visualization’ in mind as for the end-goal, to inform and encourage better decision 

making.  

Methodology 

This section will describe and explain the research paradigm used for this thesis, our 

usage of ADR and empirical methods used to gather the empirical foundation. Lastly, a 

triangulation sums up how these methods were combined. 
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Research paradigm  

We are applying the pragmatic research paradigm in this thesis. This means that the 

ontology of this thesis is that knowledge cannot be separated from action and that 

knowledge is not final, but in a constant stage of change (Van de Ven, 2007). One 

researcher describes the essence of the pragmatist ontology as: ”The essence of a 

pragmatist ontology is actions and change; humans acting in a world that is in a constant 

state of becoming ” (Goldkuhl, 2011, p.139) 

Moreover, within the pragmatist research paradigm, knowledge is only considered to be 

truth, if it can be part of reality. 

In pragmatist research, one can lean more towards a more relativistic or deterministic 

worldview. However, the fundamentals of the above paragraph must still be in place, for 

research to be classified as pragmatic. In this thesis, a more relativistic worldview is used. 

The beliefs behind the pragmatic research paradigm, often makes for it be used in design 

science, where the ensemble of a set of guidelines or an artifact is often the outcome 

(Hevner et al., 2004). As the value of such outcomes are relevant in practice, the paradigm 

fits well with design science and IS research in general. 

All attributes of pragmatism mentioned in this section, is contributing to our decision of 

applying it to this thesis. It fits as well with the investigated problem, as it does with the 

field of science, in which the problem is rooted. 

Action Design Research 

ADR serves as the main method for this thesis thereby determining and defining most of 

our research. This is true for both the research design itself but also for the applied 

methods within it. 

ADR seeks to combine Design Research and Action Research (Sein et al. 2011). The 

focus of ADR is tuned towards studying ensemble IT artifacts, by viewing them as 

outcomes of design that have been formed through continuous interaction and shifting 

organizational context. Sein et al defines ensemble artifacts as: “(...) the material and 

organizational features that are socially recognized as bundles of hardware and/or 

software” (Sein et. al, 2011, p. 38) 
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While this definition of an ensemble IT artifacts is open ended, it emphasizes the close 

relation between the organization and the materialistic existence of the artifact itself. By 

using iterations of interaction between researchers and organizational stakeholders, 

practitioners and end-users. ADR researchers seeks to map the core design principles that 

should be met in assembling a similar type of artifact. In the search of this, it should be 

taken into account that similarity can be measured on more than one dimension for 

instance, in organizational or technological context. Thus, ADR can serve as a 

methodological framework that can unite practice and research in the sense that it allows 

for an outcome than can used by the included organization whilst still contributing to the 

knowledge base within a scientific field. 

A large part of conducting ADR, is engaging in what is defined as BIE (Building, 

Intervention and Evaluation) cycles. These cycles refer to iterations of building the artifact, 

followed by organizational intervention and then an evaluation phase. These cycles serve 

as the basis for most of the data collection of ADR and have a contribution to the revealed 

design principles. The BIE cycles in ADR can be grouped into two different categories 

depending on the focus of the research and the desired outcome. At one end of the 

research design continuum is IT-Dominant BIE and at the other is Organization-Dominant 

BIE. If the research is more tuned towards creating innovative IT design one can use an 

IT-Dominant BIE. And on the other hand, if the goal is creating design knowledge where 

the source of innovation is focused on organizational intervention, an Organization-

Dominant BIE should be picked. Below figure shows the generic schema for an IT-

Dominant BIE:  
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Figure 2 - Generic schema for an IT-Dominant BIE, Source: (Sein et. al, 2011, p. 42) 

 

The above figure shows how ADR groups the organizational stakeholders and moreover, 

when and with whom the different interventions are performed. The figure illustrates a 

continuous process, with multiple iterations, that ends in an ensemble artifact which 

contributions is divided into the three different areas: 1) Design principles, as a contribution 

of knowledge, valuable for science and academia 2) Contribution to the specific type of 

ensemble artifact, as a contribution of knowledge for both academia and practice and 3) 

Utility for the users, as a contribution which can be put in direct organizational context. All 

the contributions provide some value on both dimensions.  

 

The whole process of ADR can is summarized in figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - Process of ADR (Sein et. al, 2011, p. 41) 

The above summarization of the ADR process shows how every step of the process is 

useful in terms of producing knowledge that contributes to the shared understanding of the 

phenomenon and problem investigated. It also shows how the generalized outcomes are 

derived from all parts of the process spanning the entirety of the research continuum.   

ADR serves as a fitting main body for our research due to its natural duality of practice and 

academia. This trait enables us to unite our knowledge obtained through the course of this 

master’s program and our practical skills, to solve a real-world problem. All, whilst still 

contributing to the knowledge base of IT ensemble artifacts related to data warehousing 

and BI. Furthermore, it ensures that the research conducted is both structured and its 

outcomes generalizable. Here, the generalizability of the research is of importance, since 

this is a point of critique that can often be raised at design research. However, by sticking 

to a pre-defined research plan and by thoroughly describe and document approach, 

analysis and results, the question of generalizability becomes less of an issue. That said, 

ADR is still subject to the different advantages and disadvantages as well as critiques and 

acknowledgements within the pragmatist research paradigm. 
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Research Design 

The research design for this thesis is highly connected to the ADR methodology, since it 

provides a standard and clear layout of the research process. The research design has 

been laid out in the figure below: 

 

Figure 4 - Research design build on Sein et. al, 2011, layout for the ADR process 

 

The interview and workshop numbers in the above figure corresponds with the interview 

table1   

As the research design figure shows, a lot of emphasis has been put on obtaining a solid 

understanding of the organization as well as getting to know the data sources and 

                                            
1 Appendix A: Table summarization of conducted interviews 
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operations infrastructure. This is due to the high complexity of CO’s infrastructure that 

contains not only many internal services, such as the learning platforms and the custom-

built CRM system, but also many external services such as multiple web analytic 

platforms, cloud hosting platforms and a financial control system. When a baseline 

understanding of all of that is achieved, focus is more on ensembling the artifact, first into 

an alpha version and then into a beta version, each time going through the full BIE cycles.  

 

Empirical methods 

The empirical foundation of this thesis is based on: An informant interview, an open group 

interview, two workshops and two semi-structured interviews. 

Further empirical foundation is baed on mail correspondence, technical documentation 

provided, communication via Slack and phone conversations regarding the project. 

For our data gathering methods, we have been using Semi structured interviews, group 

interviews and workshops. For our semi structured interviews, we followed the 7 phases of 

Steinar Kvale and Svend Brinkmann. For the group interviews we added principles from 

Steinar Kvale and from Shazia Jamshed. For the workshops held with multiple persons, 

guidelines from Suzanne Cope (2016) was applied. 

The following sections cover the data gathering techniques used for this thesis. 

Semi structured interviews 

By conducting our interviews, we followed the guidelines of Steinar Kvale and Svend 

Brinkmann. They describe 7 phases in their book, Interview. We used these principles to 

design our interview guides, to maintain focus and direction during the interview and to 

verify the content of each interview. (Brinkmann, Kvale 2008, p.122)  

The 7 phases are themazing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, verifying, 

reporting. The overall purpose of these is to ensure that the right questions are asked, and 

they are collected in a way that academically can support one’s analysis. Themazing 

focuses on the theme of the interview and should usually be related to your research 

question(s). 
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Designing focuses on how the intended knowledge will be obtained. By defining the 

interview questions, we ensure that the questions are related to the scope of the thesis. 

The Interviewing phase sums up on principles on how to conduct the interview with 

respect for the interviewed and try to make the setting as natural as possible. It also 

ensures that the interview guide is followed, and if answers to the questions are deviating, 

it tries to repeat the questions in a natural manner. Ensuring that a voice recording is 

approved by the interviewed is essential prior to conducting the interview. We have had 

approval of voice recording in the interviews related to this thesis. 

Transcribing is the phase where the voice recording is transcribed into written text. 

This includes stating the name and timestamp of the interviewed and the interviewer, as it 

makes it referable to the voice file.  

The analyzing phase is what our analysis contains. Though our analysis is built around the 

IT Artefact, “Clio Warehouse”, it includes aspects of the interviews to support points, views 

or address discussions. As the analysis can be different depending on the focus of the 

thesis, we have themed our transcriptions. 

Our coding schema of the interviews contains the quotes used in their full length, with 

notes of interviewee, quote, meeting no, timestamp and theme. An example hereof can be 

seen in Figure 5. Voice recordings and transcription are kept for further reference by the 

ADR researchers2. 

 

Figure 5 - Example from codin schema 

                                            
2 Full coding schema can be found in Appendix B 
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The verifying phase checks the validity, reliability and generalizability of the findings. As 

our thesis is built around ADR, we iteratively present our analysis of the interviews as an 

integrated part of our IT-artefact, ClioWarehouse. Validity can be improved by sending the 

full transcription of the interview and have the interviewed confirm it. Due to the time usage 

of our investigation organization we have not sent them the full transcriptions for approval, 

but by using their input into building our IT artefact, we try to find validity in the feedback of 

this.  The reporting phase serves to communicate findings in a scientific and ethical 

manner.  

Group interviews 

We have combined some of the practices from the group interviews and semi structured 

interviews. As the ADR practitioners are more than a single person, we have held most of 

our meetings with both practitioners attending. A semi-structured interview can happen 

with more than only a single interview person. (Jamshed, 2014). Having multiple interview 

persons at one interview can be longer, and one of the interview persons might have their 

opinion suppressed. It can lead to fewer initiatives and suggestions regarding the 

investigated topic. (Jamshed, 2014). 

Workshops 

The way this thesis perceives a workshop, as in a setting where multiple persons is 

situated in the same room, discussing, doing hands-on assignments, taking notes and 

reflecting on a pre-agreed theme. “In the creative nonfiction workshop, critical refection, 

often with transformational learning as a result, is achieved through both the act of writing, 

and the dialogue that ensues during the discussion of said work.” Cope, S. (2016) 

Workshops are to be held when external stakeholders of the project participate in the 

meetings, enabling room for error if conducted as a group interview. 

Triangulation 

We have used data triangulation by combining two or more data collection methods to 

examine the same context, thereby having them to supply each other. (Andersen, 
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2006). Workshops, semi structured interviews, group interviews and documents from the 

case company, ensuring valid and congruent results. 

Analysis 

The analysis section of this thesis consists of three main sections, covering the ADR 

process. The first analysis focuses on exploration and discovery, elaborating and 

analyzing on the first interviews and the initial development of ClioWarehouse.  

The second analysis focuses on the process of re-iterating the product from the alpha to 

beta version, based on feedback from CO, architectural and business considerations.  

The third part of the analysis will be based on the feedback from the beta product and 

combine the results of the analysis parts. All sections of the analysis will be focused on 

identifying design principles relevant for both academia and industry. 

I: Exploration and discovery 

Based on our initial meeting with CO as an organization, and our interviews and 

workshops held, this serves as our empirical foundation along with our ADR approach. 

This analysis aims to systematically analyze the process of building and initiating our IT-

artefact, “ClioWarehouse”. 

A solid top-down view of the organization was provided by Thomas Overholt Hansen, 

Chief Marketing Officer of CO, through an informational interview held over Skype. After 

Thomas explained about CO and its overall business purpose, the more technical brief of 

the organization was explained. 

From taking a broad discussion and perspective on information systems in general, 

discussing different data analysis methods, digital marketing trends and BI tools, we 

narrowed down to discussing a potential issue for CO. 

Thomas described how their current data sources at Clio was not able to, at the moment, 

to create and report business insights, using BI tools, on data combined from the different 

sources. The systems that particularly was not able to cooperate in its data-sharing 

operation was the marketing-automation software system, Marketo. The Google web-
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analytics platform, Google Analytics. Corporate Performance Management and BI tool, 

Jedox and finally their own websites in a setup named “Zero” built on the CMS, Typo3. 

Briefly a discussion rose about whether they already have tried to combine these types of 

data, and if it was an organizational desire to investigate further into the challenge. 

An agreement to let Hasse and Mads write their thesis for CO was mutually agreed at the 

end of the Skype meeting, the 8th of November 2017. 

The platforms investigated 

After reviewing documentation, sales pitch decks and watching various commercials from 

the different information systems that CO uses, we summed up their characteristics. It 

serves as a reference point for the platforms, its capabilities, usage trends and data types 

involved. 

 

Platform Key-concepts Type of data Description 

Marketo Marketing 

automation. 

Lead-

generation. 

Mail service 

Leads, Activities 

& Emails.  

 

Both dynamic & 

static. 

Cloud platform. Data stored at 

Marketo Cloud.  

Provides tracking of users via 

website embedded JavaScript, lead 

conversions, activities and email 

marketing. 

 

Data accessible via REST & SOAP 

API.  

Jedox Financial 

analysis. 

Performance 

visualization 

and 

Financial, static. Cloud platform & available on 

premise as well.  
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forecasting. 

Google 

Analytics 

Website 

analytics 

tracking visits, 

sessions and 

conversion 

from 

website(s). 

Session based 

data. 

Contains: 

device, user, 

session 

specifications 

and traffic, 

information 

Googles tracking service that uses 

imbedded that tracks data through 

browsers, using JavaScript. 

 

Zero Website of 

around 20 

teaching 

portals. 

Teacher usage 

stats, pupil 

usage stats, 

test scores and 

results.  

Typo3 CMS. Databases and files 

are hosted within Amazon Web 

Services. 

 

Table 1 - Platforms investigated 

When discussing different data sources and information systems, diagrams and charts can 

be a good way to understand one another. An initial network diagram was created, trying 

to see define the data flow, where the main vendor of the data is the Zero platform, 

clioonline.dk, as it serves as their platform and ensures must of their revenue at CO.  
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Figure 6 - Platforms and dependencies - initial draft. 

 

Initial architectural considerations 

Briefly analyzing the explained setup of CO, we started investigating in the literature and 

current trends of architecture for cloud enabled marketing and analytics platforms, to get 

an overview of how both business and industry standards dealt with these challenges. 

Drawing on a solid foundation from “The Data Warehouse Toolkit”. Kimball R and Ross M 

(2013) and various articles, discussed in our literature review, we found that the closest 

architecture that CO currently was at, was the data-mart single architecture, whereas each 

business data source isolated can be queried from a BI tool or data used. But its 

architecture did not support analyzing multiple data sources at once, why further 

investigation into data warehousing was set. 

Considering the structure of the data, each data source serves a somewhat different 

purpose. Jedox being with the financial reporting of static data, google analytics which can 

be used as static data but also as real-time analysis of visits on web properties. Finally, 

Marketo whose leads can be updated from time to another, making it a dynamic data 

source, that needs to be updated to report actual information with BI tools.  
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Methodology to serve the investigation 

The insights procured through the first interview revealed a need for the research to be 

united with practice. This quickly led to a realization that the research should be conducted 

within the pragmatist research paradigm, utilizing some degree of design science 

research. Using an approach like that was most likely to contribute, which would be 

valuable in an academic sense as well as in the eyes of the organization. Since, within the 

pragmatist paradigm, research is only considered to contribute if it indeed impacts 

practice.  

The need for organizational value is obviously important, but in this case, it could arguably 

be perceived as a requirement for doing the research itself: In exchange for the access to 

organizational resources, we as researchers, must be able to convince the organization 

that the outcome will be beneficial for them. A way of doing that is to strive for tangible 

answers to the investigated problem. Considering mentioned reasoning, the concept of 

technological artifacts comes quickly to mind, especially combined with the problem at 

hand. ADR is an approach that enables working with technological artifacts, in a structured 

and controlled way, to introduce principles which may be applicable for similar problems 

and thereby creating new knowledge. Thus, ADR both contribute to science as well as to 

practice, due to the production of tangible outcomes such as IT artifacts and guidelines. 

 

Data Warehouse or not? 

The second meeting was held at the headquarter of CO, at Esplanaden. Besides the 

thesis team, it consisted of two CO employees: Chief Marketing Officer, Thomas Overholt 

Hansen and Digital Strategist, Kasper Løndal. 

Based on prior brief introduction to CO over Skype, Thomas went into details explaining 

their resource allocation amongst the departments, including approximately 30 out of the 

150 employees hired situated in the IT Department. Working with internal IT or developing 

on their platform, Zero. To understand the complexity of the organization, Thomas 

explained that their core product was the platform itself, why it was super important for 

them to strategically have the knowledge and resources to insource their IT capabilities. 

Gosling, M. (2018). 
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Control over data, software deployments, ability of bug fixing and accessibility to data was 

mentioned as core values of the future it-landscape of CO. A business problem was 

explained as “Manglende data integration mellem vores forskellige IT-systemer og 

datakilder” (2nd Meeting, Thomas, [03:10]). 

Its inability of integration between data sources were noted as the main business problem, 

of which the thesis team, considering our experience and academical background, could 

help shed light upon.  

A DWH as a solution was thoroughly discussed, whereas CO already based most of their 

own databases within the Amazon Web Services, we had a short review of their services, 

benefits and shortcomings in relation to storing and capturing data from its business data 

sources.  

In terms of our methodology and go-to of investigating further into this given business 

problem, ADR was proposed as the methodological framework for this thesis. The ADR 

team then consisted of the four of us. Thomas & Kasper as practitioners and the thesis 

team as the ADR researchers. A discussion resulted in a DWH with a new Extract, 

Transform, Load (ETL) tool being chosen as the ensemble technological artifact. 

 

Possible platforms to build a Data Warehouse on 

Amazon Web services consists of over 100 services, focusing on all from machine 

learning, IoT, big data, database management, analytics, hosting, security, compliance 

and more.  Its main advantage is that all are cloud services, enabling a business model 

where you only pay for what you use. Compared to on-premises databases or hosting 

facilities, it can make your data storages, applications and querying more scalable and 

efficient (Amazon Web Services, 2018). 

In the decision phase of what platform that is suitable for creating a DWH, one must 

investigate the current usage of applications within their organization, as for which CO 

already uses AWS (Amazon Web Services) for their data.  

 

Legal considerations are important to address the type of data that is stored, and in that 
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matter, where it is stored. Storing referable customer data requires a proof of security and 

compliance from the platform that stores the data (Broeders et. al, 2017) 

National law can even require that some information only is stored on a server, located 

within the country, or within the union. For instance, the European union.  

AWS addresses these location laws by providing servers, covering the United States, 

Europe, Asia and South America. Being aware of the flaws of a platform, required us to 

benchmark it against relevant competitors in the market. They could potentially have 

delivered the same service and added value to the company.  

We did a technical review and benchmarking of the following vendors: AWS, Oracle and 

Microsoft Azure. The review is based on the relevance for CO and focuses on the 

following factors: Overall relevance for CO, pricing, ease of using platform, scalability, 

GDPR regulation and compliance, security and probability of discontinuation of service, 

and SQL independency (accessibility by all 3. party vendors of BI tools or similar) The 

factors defined are inspired by guidelines from Bhardwaj, H., & Prakash, N. (2016) and 

Ania Cravero Leal, Jose Norberto Mazón, & Juan Trujillo. (2013). 

In the end of May 2018, the GDPR regulations will take place, ensuring that private 

persons can request their data to be removed from a given service. (Website, platform, 

database, etc.) CO put an emphasis on the platforms ability to meet these requirements, 

why we also have included it as one of the parameters when reviewing the vendors. 

We acknowledge that other platforms might have been relevant to include in this 

benchmarking, but due to a more architectural and prototyping approach, we chose not to 

dwell on this matter for too long. 
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Parameters AWS Oracle Microsoft Azure 

Relevance for 

CO 

Existing Databases are 

built on databases in the 

Amazon Cloud. 

Employees has training in 

the cloud platform of 

Amazon. 

No existing services is based 

in Oracle databases, but 

figures as one of the leading 

vendors and documented. 

No existing services based in 

Microsoft Azure. However, BI 

tool, PowerBI is used, and 

can thereby make a 

smoother integration between 

the Microsoft services. 

Pricing 

(Effective 

price per 

terabye per 

year) 

Considered a price-leader 

amongst the three 

compared. 

Price example: 1TB 

storage in DWH 

(RedShift) Frankfurt 

region: 4.506 $3 

Price example: 1TB storage 

in DWH  

Oracle Autonomous Data 

Warehouse Cloud - Exadata 

Storage: 

21.960 $ 4for 1 TB storage in 

DWH including computing. 

Price example: 1TB storage 

in DWH. 

DW100 computing and Azure 

premium storage with 1 TB 

storage: 13.802 $5 

Ease of use Requires fundamental 

understanding of the AWS 

Console, but each service 

is well documented. 

Offers a lot of extended 

tuning features for the 

databases, which require a 

lot of technical knowledge or 

a consultant on 

implementation. 

If developers with Microsoft 

development skills are 

present in the organization, it 

might ease the transitions, as 

it combines multiple Microsoft 

services. Easy integrations to 

PowerBI and Microsoft SQL. 

Scalability With services such as 

Elastic and auto scaling 

clusters on RedShift, it 

does provide opportunity 

for scaling. 

Elasticity can be activated, 

controlling costs and 

performance. Scale on 

demand. Fully elastic 

resources. 

Does not provide auto 

scaling, but can easily be 

upgraded from the 

administrator panel.  

GDPR & 

Security 

Data centers in different 

regions available. Strict 

Data centers available in 

different regions. Europe, 

Support for Azure Active 

Directory helps limit BI 

                                            
3 See Appendix C: On demand pricing for Amazon RedShift 
4 See Appendix D: On demand pricing for Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud 
5 See Appendix E: On demand pricing for Azure SQL Data Warehouse 
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Compliance compliance with data. 

Data Encryption available 

for the needed services 

(RedShift, S3) 

asia, Australia, USA. 

Transparent Data Encryption 

(TDE). SSL/TLS 1.2 

encrypted and mutually 

authenticated connections. 

access to the appropriate 

subset of the data to further 

support compliance policies. 

Available in different regions, 

including Europe, Asia & 

USA. 

SQL 

Independenc

y 

RedShift supports major 

BI tools (Tableau, 

PowerBI, SAP) using 

JDBC or ODBC. 

Oracle supports major BI 

tools (Tableau, PowerBI, 

SAP) using JDBC or ODBC. 

Easily integrated with 

PowerBI. Support for 

Tableau. Azure SQL Data 

Warehouse supports 

ADO.NET, ODBC, PHP, and 

JDBC.  

 

Table 2 - Comparison of Data Warehouse solutions 

A note for the table to be taken into consideration is that the computing power calculated in 

the pricing row, is not necessarily comparable in a one-to-one setting, as different 

resources are allocated for the three solutions. 

Considering the different parameters of the benchmark, we chose to continue developing 

ClioWarehouse around Amazon RedShift as the DWH platform. Due to its lower pricing, its 

feature to scale making it affordable for organizations with less data than a terabyte. A key 

factor, besides the pricing, was that CO already did use, and have training in AWS. The 

physical place of the data storage was also important to Clio, looking to have a transparent 

and strict data policy to maintain their data processor agreements. The three platforms in 

the benchmark all did comply with these regulations. 
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After the second meeting the ADR team was defined to be:  

Name Position/Title ADR Team role 

Thomas Overholt Hansen Chief Marketing Officer Practitioner 

Kasper Fawzi Løndal Digital Strategist  Practitioner 

Mads Skaaning Hansen ADR Researcher Researcher 

Hasse Walin Jensen ADR Researcher Researcher 

Table 3 - ADR Team table 

 

Deep-dive into the current IT landscape of CO. 

A meeting with a rather technical focus was arranged at the headquarter of CO, where 

Head of development, Thomas Carlsen gave his input on the current architecture and IT 

landscape of CO. Its complexity was introduced by stating that the initial setup was 

customized since installing and using the basic Typo3 CMS installations. (Typo3.com, 

2018)  “Platformen bag CO har været under udvikling i længere tid og har vækstet 

hurtigere end forventet (..) det har derfor handlet om at følge med i efterspørgslen, og ikke 

bruge tiden på at genoverveje hele konstellationen.” Thomas Carlsen. (3rd meeting, 

Thomas Carlsen, [11:14]). 

Due to the increasing demand for the platform, the back-end of the service was divided 

into sub CMS installations for each learning portal. Thereby having around 20 TYPO3 

installations, each running its own instance with a separated MySQL database.  

Added functionality was added to the CMS, and the name “Zero” was given to the whole 

constellation of platforms. Its main functionality is to gather an overview of the 

subscriptions of each customer (school) and function as a CRM system with limited 

functionality. 
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One might argue that building a platform such as CO from a well-known CMS system, 

might not necessarily be the most scalable and reliable solution in the long run. Its 

disadvantage is that when CO modifies the code of the core CMS, updating the CMS from 

Typo3 will prove more difficult, and can be rather confusing. Shifting Typo3 from PHP 5.6 

to PHP 7.x is a major shift itself, and the transition can be difficult, due to issues with 

backwards compatibility. 6 

Approximately 20 isolated CMS installations are running independently, using their own 

database built in the CMS, Typo3.  

As for API solutions to the different platforms in relation to the web platform, we were 

introduced to how each platform interacted with Google Analytics, Marketo and Jedox. 

For each update on the website, for instance when a teacher grades a student, or solved a 

task that will become an “interesting moment” in Marketo the application will POST that 

data into Marketo. It did not queue these API calls, which had influenced in increasing the 

maximum amount of API calls for the Marketo platform. Marketos pricing policy makes it 

quite expensive to increase the number of API calls to their service, which, if CO wishes to 

implement further platforms, should be dealt with. 

We were suggested to use Marketos Bulk REST Api when extracting data to our DWH 

solution, as it makes only a few calls and can extract data in bulk (Marketo Developers, 

2018). 

As for Google Analytics (GA), the analytics.js library was used server-side, using the 

standard tracking of GA (Support.google.com, 2018). Furthermore, custom fields were 

added, to track certain attributes of the user when logged in. The login of CO is based on 

UNI-C7, making it accessible for students and teachers in Danish public schools. They 

fetch some data from the UNI-C login session and inserts it into GA, using the custom 

dimensions feature of GA. That data includes: School name, teacher name, commune and 

region.  Zero provides Jedox with the subscription data and financial key numbers, using a 

custom API integration built by CO. 

                                            
6 See Appendix F: Graph of Typo3 and PHP compatibility 
7 ("UNI•Login", 2018) 
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Expanding on our understanding of the initial architecture, we updated our architecture, 

including accessible API solutions for transferring data.  

Scope of the DWH assignment was defined to only include the 3rd party systems, not 

taking the data of Zero into consideration, as it was a too heavy workload, getting 

documentation of the custom-made system and implementing new APIs from scratch. 

The scope within the DWH was to integrate GA, Jedox and Marketo data into one data 

source, making it accessible for BI analysts to report insights.  

The mapping of these data sources will be on their Unique identifier (UID). At the meeting 

we defined the UID’s of each platform to be as shown in the simplified diagram below. 

 

Figure 7 - Simple schematics of database tables 

 

These assumptions about the systems were made, and after the meeting, these were 

investigated, starting the development of the IT-artefact, “ClioWarehouse”. 

Upon investigation of the different API’s, we were informed by CO that storing GA data 

from large GA properties into raw files, was difficult. Due to that issue, CO had contacted a 

company working with generating raw datasets from GA, called Scitylana.  

 

Analytics becomes Scitylana (backwards) 

The company, Scitylana specializes in extracting raw data from a google analytics view. 

(Scitylana.com, 2018) The spelling of the company, analytics backwards, also indicates 

what their core purpose is. To store raw google analytics files.  
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Christian Vermehren, partner and business analyst of Scitylana, welcomed the ADR Team 

when we met for a scheduled workshop at the headquarter of Scitylana. Present was 

Thomas, Kasper, Hasse, Mads and Christian from Sctiylana. 

Introduction to their platform and its unique feature: Data extraction from Google Analytics. 

Christian claimed that it is the only platform in the world, for now, that can extract Google 

Analytics data into raw files. After presenting their platform, we took a dive into the data of 

CO, using the BI and visualization tool, Microsoft PowerBI.  

Upon our initial thought of combining data sources, we can, by using the service of 

Scitylana, transfer raw data files from GA to our DWH. TXT, CSV and JSON were 

available as formats for the team to work with. 

Data update frequency 

The data sources that should be integrated contains different information, some of it can 

prove some useful use-cases, using it live, such as the real time analytics from GA. 

Though the financial data from Jedox does not, at least from our point of view, provide 

additional value in real time. Marketo data consists of activities and leads, of which both 

can be updated. A record is not static, making it important to update the data of Marketo to 

be able to make reliable reports from the data. 

Update frequencies are important as a decision when implementing a DWH.  

Each transfer of data, or update request to the DWH is essentially a cost-factor, of which 

can be influential to the update design (Mateus et al. 2015). 

When thinking of the desired outcome for CO, Kasper emphasized that the current reports 

that he would like to create in the BI tools did not have the need for real-time data.  

For the prototype, we went with an update interval from Marketo every saturday, and 

furthermore planned it to be done at the times of which the platform was used the least (to 

minimize risks of too many API calls at the same time). Essentially this design can be 

changed if more frequently updated data will be required by tweaking the configuration file 

of the coded IT-Artefact, ClioWarehouse. 
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Assembling the alpha artifact 

After conducting the first analysis of the data integration problem, we suggested the 

following approach for building the application. 

We chose to develop it in the PHP Framework, Laravel, as previous experience with the 

framework was present in the ADR group and because it has well-documented libraries 

and comes with some key features out of the box, such as support for queued jobs, 

exception handling and build in HTTP client-server essentials (Otwell, 2018) 

As for the cloud storage and cluster, data will be transferred into Amazon S3 data storage, 

which have integration possibilities with most of AWS, including the DWH solution, 

Amazon Redshift. Amazon Redshift is more than capable of supporting COs current and 

future needs in terms of both storage capability and processing power - on an acceptable 

price plan (Amazon Web Services, Inc, 2018).  

Prior to coding the tool, a list of specified requirements was defined and then listed in our 

software project management tool 8. 

The first phase of development corresponds to the third step of ADR and is performed 

after the initial ADR team meetings. The process involves the ADR researchers, who 

strives to produce an alpha version of the ensemble artifact. The purpose of the alpha 

version Is to provide a reference point for additional feedback to further development.  

From the first phase of meetings we identified a set of features which we defined as core 

features. These are features which must be implemented and are essential for the value 

proposition of the produced artifact. These features include: 

- The ability to extract both Lead and Activity data from Marketo 

- Support for scheduled jobs, which should handle the extraction of Marketo data. 

- Support for on demand extraction of Marketo data. 

- Support for Amazon S3 remote storage service. 

Aside from the core features the meetings revealed a need for a stable application, which 

could handle errors, and which encouraged further development. Already, in this first 

iteration, it became clear through the workshops that the artifact would likely not be 

                                            
8 A screenshot of the development project dashboard can be found in appendix G. 
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immediately available for daily operations. Why, to encourage further development, the 

artifact must comply with certain programming standards and practices that allows the 

artifact to be maintained and developed by others.  

The main focus for the alpha version was to provide a solid proof of concept. Therefore, 

the feature that were addressed first were the ability to support full ETL functionality for a 

single data source. Below is a simplified UML Class Diagram of said functionality, related 

to Marketo, omitting the pre-built interfaces and external packages utilized (Otwell, T. 

2018). 

 
Figure 8 - Simplified Class Diagram for core functionality related to Marketo activities  

 

The functionality is built upon the Laravel standard of accessing remote webservices, 

where the access to the different API endpoints is encapsulated within a single service 

class. The service class can then be accessed in different parts of the system through 

dependency injection. The way it works is that the class MarketoBulkLeadsJob is 

instantiated from a dispatcher, which queues the job. The dispatcher is run from a 

command fired from the console terminal directly or in a scheduled time, alternatively the 

job can also be dispatched through the controller directly from the application user 

interface. Below is a UML Activity diagram, describing the functionality: 
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Figure 9 - UML Diagram over ClioWarehouse application 

The UML diagram illustrates the many steps it takes to retrieve the leads records from 

Marketos bulk extract API. The API is set up in a way, where one first makes a request 

specifying the desired data through a custom filter. A response is returned describing if the 

requested records are available, and if they are, generates a job schema at Marketos web 

service, which is then returned as an export id. Then the job needs to be queued, then 

pinged from within five minutes intervals, to get its status and then finally once the job 

status reaches "complete", a request for the raw data can be made. A code snippet of said 

functionality, contained within the MarketoBulkLeadsJob class, can be found below: 
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MarketoBulkLeadsJob.php 

1. /**  
2.      * Execute the job.  
3.      *  
4.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
5.      * @return void  
6.      * @throws Exception  
7.      */   
8.     public function handle(MarketoApiService $marketoApiService)   
9.     {   
10.         $exportId = $this->createBulkExtract($marketoApiService, $this->fields, $this-

>filters);   
11.    
12.         $quedJobStatus = $this->isQueueSuccessful($exportId, $marketoApiService);   
13.    
14.         if ($quedJobStatus)   
15.         {   
16.    
17.             $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
18.             $tries = 0;   
19.    
20.             while($jobStatus['result'][0]['status'] !== 'Completed')   
21.             {   
22.    
23.                 sleep(601);   
24.    
25.                 $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
26.    
27.                 $tries++;   
28.    
29.                 if ($tries >= 5){   
30.                     break;   
31.                 }   
32.             }   
33.    
34.             $marketoApiService->retrieveBulkLeadsCSV($exportId);   
35.         }   
36.     }   

Code Snippet 1 – Source code of the job exctracting bulk leads from Marketo (MarketoBulkLeadsJob.php) 

The class is built with an object of MarketoApiService.php which handle the requests 

themselves. This enables the logic of communicating with the Marketo API to be separated 

from the core business logic itself, easing error handling, improving readability and 

maintainability of the code base. This coding principle is used throughout the application. 

Intervention 

The organizational intervention was performed in the format of two semi-structured 

interviews. One for each of the practitioners included in the ADR team. The interviews 
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were based on an agenda, which focused on two key parameters: Business Sanity and 

Usability9.  

                                                                                       

Evaluation 

The intervention revealed that an amount of improvements was required for the application 

to provide value. Some of these improvements were to be expected, due to the stage of 

the artifact in that point of the development timeline. However, some of the feedback 

provided from the practitioners disclosed that there were issues with the way the artifact 

handled the data. It was Kasper who brought it to light, by asking: "Hvordan håndterer 

applikationen, at vi opdaterer værdierne i leads løbende?" (5th, Kasper, [14:26]). The 

artifact should obviously have a way of updating data so that the DWH is not only a 

snapshot of a specific point in time, but a true mirror of the data that exists in the different 

systems. That is however, a significant task. The constant updating of data in a DWH 

would be expensive in both computing power on the DWH side itself as well as on the 

Marketo API side. This is something which must be addressed when mirroring data, 

instead of storing it directly. This consideration should be considered already in the early 

stages of the design phase, why the issue will be addressed in the next build cycle. 

Another important point of feedback derived from the interviews was a point made by 

Thomas " (...) kan vi selv ændre i de forskellige felter, som der bliver trukket ud af 

Marketo?" (5th, Thomas, [18:32]). In the first iteration, the artifact was built more 

specifically towards meeting a few key requirements raised in the early stages of the 

workshops within the ADR team. Because of this, the artifact had been hardcoded towards 

collecting a predefined number of fields from Marketo. However, in time CO's needs could 

change, as their BI focus shifts between different objectives and goals. This must be 

supported in the artifact, so that CO are free to change the filters for the data extraction 

from Marketo to the DWH. Thomas further stressed the importance of extracting not only 

leads from Marketo but also the activities relating to the leads. This was something which 

had not been properly understood by the ADR researchers, so the feature had been 

underprioritized in relation to some of the other implemented features. As a result, the 

alpha version of the artifact was a bit underwhelming in terms of operational usage for CO. 

                                            
9 The full interview guide can be found in appendix H 
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However, this was to be expected as it had already been established that the artifact was 

most likely not going to be ready for production, even after multiple later BIE cycles due to 

the scope of the assignment as well as the complexity of the CO IT infrastructure. 

Besides before mentioned points, both practitioners acknowledged that the artifact was 

being constructed under hard circumstances. This is partly because many of the data 

sources have been set up to track measures, which can pollute the data in some way. E.g. 

unused variables and fields, values which are incorrect and some which are duplicates. 

This can cause the integrity of the data to come under questioning why the data quality 

must be addressed at some point. Either in the artifact, or at an organizational level. It 

would make sense for CO to improve the data handling in their own systems, which 

generate the data. This would improve all steps of the BI process, rather than trying to 

solve the problem at the last possible step. 

Moreover, the API's for extracting the data has many limitations such as rate limits, daily 

request limits, incomplete filtering and most troublesome a daily size limit for extraction. 

This can be particularly troublesome, due to the lack of an estimate of the current daily 

usage taken up by CO's other services making requests to the same API. However, there 

is a possibility that CO can raise some of these limits by negotiating with Marketo.  

From an organizational point of view, there were also a few challenges which were 

discovered through the first intervention. These were the many third parties which turned 

out to have a bit more influence than we had first assumed, the Google Analytics and 

Jedox data were apparently completely reliant on the third-party vendors supplying them. 

This is something that must be addressed in some way.  Not necessarily just in the artifact, 

but preferably also on an organizational level, so the influence of third-parties becomes 

less critical for operations.  

II: Acting on intervention and insights 

This section will describe the practical steps, reflections and learnings in the second BIE 

iteration of the technological artifact. The applied focus and outlined parts are based on 

the insights discovered in the first iteration.  
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Transitioning into beta 

The re-assembling of ClioWarehouse is mainly focused on the feedback from the included 

practitioners. The discussed features were placed in our development project board and 

prioritized according to must-be-implemented and nice-to-have as in the first BIE cycle, 

however this time the prioritizing was done in accordance with the feedback on the alpha 

version. Based on the realization of the importance of involved third-parties, we recognized 

the need to separate some of the program logic out of ClioWarehouse and into the 

Redshift DWH itself. It would be complex to implement two different types of file uploads, 

one for the Google Analytics data and one for the Jedox data, as well as a custom query 

builder within the artifact itself. Especially within a single BIE iteration. It is not only a 

question of complexity it is also a question of utilizing the resources in the most efficient 

way. The main objective is still to optimize the data storage and integration possibilities of 

the organization’s different data sources and systems. 

Instead, the external tool SQLWorkbench10 controls the import of Jedox and Google 

Analytics data into Redshift. This has lessened the requirements to the original artifact 

quite a bit, since it now only handles the Marketo data. However, to achieve even this 

feature, a lot of work is still needed, as disclosed in the first evaluation. The next section 

will explain the build phase of the beta version of the ensemble artifact and then in 

accordance with the next intervention, both the artifact and the external tool will be 

introduced to the end-users and the feedback from this analyzed.  

Building the beta 

Where the alpha version of the artifact was more of a proof of concept of core features and 

value proposition for the practitioners, the beta is a step closer to operations. This means 

that the artifact, at minimum, should contain the core features necessary for production, for 

it to be assessed by the end-user. Since the artifacts purpose and value proposition should 

now be established, by the first BIE iteration where the interventions were performed with 

the practitioners. These minimal features for a viable product are determined from their 

operational importance, which is directly related to the industry specific problem 

formulation of this thesis. The features should therefore be aligned with optimizing the 

company’s opportunities within BI. This is done by assuring above all, the integrity and 

                                            
10 ("SQL Workbench/J - Home", 2018) 
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consistency of the data. Obviously, there are additional parameters which also influences 

this goal, e.g. the accessibility and informational value of the data. However, these are not 

directly related to the activities of ClioWarehouse itself. Rather, they come into play later in 

the process, in the storing of the data. From these arguments, the prioritized features were 

as follows: The extract of Marketo activities, the implementation of scheduled jobs to keep 

lead and activity data updated, the launch of the artifact, the implementation of a queue 

system. Beneath the features lays technical considerations such as ensuring correct data 

transformation as well as error handling and notifications. The features all aid in ensuring 

data integrity and consistency. Integrity, because the artifact filters data which holds empty 

or faulty values. Consistency, because the artifact keeps the data updated, so it registers 

changes in values, formats and structures. 

The biggest and most important feature implemented in the beta version, was the extract 

of lead activities. The activities were categorized as being important from the evaluation of 

the first BIE iteration. This is mainly because of the information value withheld in the 

activities, which records and maps user behavior. The mapping provides insights as to 

which user actions leads up to a trigger, e.g. what actions led up to a user going from a 

trial - to a paid account. All valuable information in terms of BI. This data source proved to 

be tedious to work with, especially due to data formatting and sheer file size. Below is an 

example of how the artifact handles the transformation of Marketo Activities, into a format 

more fitting for both analysis and storage. 

MarketoApiService.php 

1.             
2.  /**  Loop through activities */   
3.             foreach ($csv as $row)   
4.             {   
5.                 if (!isset($row)|| emptyempty($row))   
6.                 {   
7.                     continue;   
8.                 }   
9.                 $attributes = json_decode($row['attributes'],true) ?? null;   
10.    
11.                 /** If no activity attributes can be found, continue */   
12.                 if(!$attributes)   
13.                 {   
14.                     continue;   
15.                 }   
16.    
17.                 $row['description'] = '"'. $attributes['Description'] ?? '' . '"';   
18.                 $row['source'] = '"'. $attributes['Source'] ?? '' . '"';   
19.                 $row['date'] = $attributes['Date'] ?? '';   
20.    
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21.                 /** Remove unnecessary fields */   
22.                 unset($row['activityDate'], $row['activityTypeId'],   
23.                 $row['primaryAttributeValueId'], $row['attributes']);   
24.    
25.                 array_push($filteredArray, $row);   
26.             }   

 

Code Snippet 2 - Code snippet from API service class 

As the code snippet shows, the artifact takes programmatic measures to enforce a more 

sensible data structure. This is done by transforming the activity field “attributes” from a 

nested JSON object into comma separated cells, containing the nested values. This eases 

the load procedure into the DWH later as well as it makes the data easier to implement in 

most analysis scenarios. This could be further improved, e.g. by notifying which instances 

were filtered, to make it more transparent what data failed to meet the requirements. 

Moreover, to improve error handling and to optimize performance, the stream of data 

should be wrapped, so the data stream is buffered instead of stored directly. The current 

approach leaves a few vulnerabilities, since PHP is notoriously bad at handling large 

amounts of data at once. However, the feature still meets the criteria of ensuring data 

integrity and consistency, which is its main goal. 

From the evaluation of the former iteration, a need for ongoing updates of data was also 

discovered. This is obviously of importance, because it has a high impact of both 

accessibility and consistency of data. The reasoning behind this is that to perform valuable 

BI, one must be able to answer the question: To what degree is the data in the DWH 

consistent with reality? One must also try to uncover, how the accessibility of the data 

should be, in scenarios where it is outdated. Some types of analysis don’t make sense, if 

the data does not fully represent the present. The beta version of the artifact addresses 

this, by running update jobs on scheduled times. To determine the time schedule for the 

different jobs, a few important parameters must be incorporated. There is the toll on the 

Marketo API itself, which is shared amongst the rest of CO activities. The restrictions 

include size limits of file exports, rate limits and maximum number of current job 

restrictions. These all must be taken into consideration when planning the schedule for the 

extraction jobs. Since the CO platform activities are mainly taking place at school hours 

and early evening hours, when teachers are planning homework etc. that’s where the 

Marketo API is at its highest workload. Therefore, the jobs should be run outside that 
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timeframe in any case. However, there also should be accounted for the frequency of 

updates, since the data is generated under different circumstances. Leads, for instance, 

are created at a far lower rate than activities are, why they can make do with fewer 

updates. However, where activities have a transactional nature, leads are persistent 

records, why a single lead can be updated after its creation. This must be accounted for, 

why the scheduled job creates a request to the Marketo API asking for all leads created in 

the past time frame, and afterwards, all leads that have been updated. Leads are updated 

once, every week at Saturdays at night time. The scheduled job for updating activities is 

more straightforward since activities are only created, as they are transactional. However, 

they happen far more frequent, why they come in larger files and contains more instances, 

thereby requiring more capacity. To keep the workload of the artifact down, as well as 

minimizing the requests towards the Marketo API, activities are updated nightly. All this is 

simply reflected in the code, which makes use of some pre-built functionality within the 

Laravel framework: 

Kernel.php 

1. /**  
2.  * Define the application's command schedule.  
3.  * @param  \Illuminate\Console\Scheduling\Schedule  $schedule  
4.  * @return void  
5.  */   
6. protected function schedule(Schedule $schedule)   
7. {   
8.     $schedule->command(MarketoBulkLeadsCreatedCommand::class)->saturdays()-

>at('00:15');   
9.    
10.     $schedule->command(MarketoBulkLeadsUpdateCommand::class)->saturdays()-

>at('01:30');   
11.    
12.     $schedule->command(MarketoBulkActivitiesUpdateCommand::class)-

>dailyAt('03:00');   
13. }  

Code Snippet 3 - Code from Kernel class 

Aside from the implementation of the handling of activities, the Beta version also had to 

implement some technical improvements to stably handle the new features. One of these 

were a queue system, which handles the execution of all dispatched jobs. There are 

multiple ways do this, some performs better than others but are harder to implement and 

reverse. For simplicity and to match the scope of the artifact use case, a framework 

defined queue system has been chosen (Otwell, 2018). The reasoning behind prioritizing a 

queue system, is mainly based around stability. By using a queue worker, jobs that fail due 
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to unforeseen and external factors are automatically re-run. This ensures a higher 

probability of the data always being held up to date, which as previously explained, are of 

importance. There are also some performance gains to be acquired by doing this, which 

always should be welcomed wherever possible.  

Besides technical improvements and new features, some usability measures were also 

implemented in order to get the artifact ready for production. These mainly include updated 

guides, how-to instructions plus a table showing jobs currently queued, previous failed jobs 

and previous successful jobs11 

Lastly, the whole process of launching the artifact needs to be addressed. The artifact 

should be available for use, for it to count as being operational. This includes the artifact 

being accessible through a browser, on any of CO’s connected devices. This process 

involves quite a lot of steps, but put briefly, we have chosen to keep the artifact in the AWS 

cloud ecosystem. This has been done to ease the handover process of the artifact to CO 

after the thesis timeline, by holding everything in the cloud, on the same account and using 

familiar services. Furthermore, the artifact has been integrated with the service Forge 

("Laravel Forge - Instant PHP Servers", 2018), with the intention of reducing required 

maintenance and further ease the future development process. The launch of the artifact 

however comes with a few extra must-be-implemented features. With any online 

application comes security vulnerabilities that must be thought of. To accommodate these, 

a login system must be implemented to safeguard both the artifact itself, but also the 

sensitive data which is handled by the artifact. A screenshot of the login screen12 and the 

use of the authentication middleware13.  

In the next section, the foundation of the Redshift DWH itself will be presented, explained 

and rationalized.  

 

From Amazon S3 to Redshift 

In the process of gathering the data in RedShift, the final step for the processed data in S3 

is to be loaded into the cluster in RedShift. This is done using SQL, and the following 

                                            
11 See Appendix I: Platform - Jobs 
12 See Appendix J: Platform – Login screen 
13 See Appendix K: ClioWarehouse core functionalities source code. 
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section emphasizes methods and best practices for inserting data from S3 to Redshift, 

keeping performance, query load and table design in mind. 

All used data sources exist in a flat file structure in S3, that being CSV or TXT files. 

In these flat files, no data type is defined for each column, thereby making mapping the 

initial assignment for the SQL transformation to happen.  

Design considerations in table design 

A table in an SQL database has column headers, a unique identifier and can have one or 

more foreign keys. Each column is assigned a data type, of which each row most comply 

with, to store the data. The data types vary from VARCHAR (Characters), INTEGER 

(Numbers), DATE & TIMESTAMP (referring to a date or a timestamp with hours, minutes 

and seconds – depending on format) 

These are only a few of the most common, and a little difference in supported data types 

from different vendors can happen. Redshift supports most data types. ("Data Types - 

Amazon Redshift", 2018) 

When the data from CO needs to be loaded onto our DWH, we therefore need to specify 

the data type of each column and its data type – and maximal bytes assigned. 

The bytes assigned has a huge impact in the storage used, as each field, whether empty 

or not, takes up the assigned bytes and use it as space.  By default, the VARCHAR length 

is set to 256. We dedicated a section for each data source, and how the data types were 

defined for them, along with special considerations for the import and cleaning of data 

directly in the DWH. 

 

Loading Marketo data 

To load the Marketo data, both being leads and activities, we needed to define the table 

structure for each of these data types. 

For the leads, following attributes were extracted from Marketo via the Bulk Extratct API: 

School name, zerouserid, Lead Score Customer All Points, Lead score lifetime, Lead 

score trial all points, Marketo name, institutionsnumber, createdat, updatedat and ID. 
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Based on these desired fields, that CO had selected to be part of the extract, we defined 

the table ‘marketo_leads’ in our database, with the following attributes and data types: 

 

Marketo SQL statement for creating table 

1. DROP TABLE IF EXISTS marketo_leads;   
2.    
3. CREATE TABLE marketo_leads   
4. (   
5. id INTEGER   
6. schoolname VARCHAR,   
7. zeroUserID VARCHAR,   
8. leadScorecustomerAllpoints INTEGER,   
9. leadScoreLifetime INTEGER,   
10. leadscoreTrialAllpoints INTEGER,   
11. mktoName VARCHAR,   
12. institutionNumber VARCHAR,   
13. createdAt DATE,   
14. updatedAt DATE   
15. )   

Code Snippet 4 - SQL for Marketo Leads 

 

From above, we identified some storage issues. As none of the attributes are defined with 

a max-value, it reserves the space assigned. For a Varchar that is 256 bytes. Transferring 

one years of Marketo leads onto RedShift drastically changes the size of the data. From 

being around 2.5mb in CSV format, its table in RedShift reserves 28mb of space. 

Tuning table design is a quite extensive assignment itself, as it also imposes strategic 

decision on how to use the data in the generating application itself. For the case of CO, 

Marketo.  

Kasper said that the current usage of lead fields in Marketo was a bit broken, as additional 

data sources transferred information onto Marketo, where no requirements for consistent 

data is present. “Der er en del rod i de forskellige lead felter (..) især fordi vi har testet en 

del og at sælgerne skriver det ind fra andre systemer, der ikke validerer felterne.” (5th 

meeting, Kasper [22:40]). Due to the inconsistency in how the data was entered in 

Marketo, we chose not to define the maximum characters of each datatype, aware that it 

takes up more space in the DWH. 
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Below statement is what copies the data from the .csv file on S3 and copy it into RedShift.  

It defines the delimiter as comma separated and the where the data is to be stored. 

NULL as ‘null’ converts the string ‘null’ to a NULL value in the database, making it possible 

to work with integers, as integers having the string ‘null’ cannot be inserted as they don’t 

follow the data type rule for the integer type.  

IGNOREHEADER 1, removes the first row of the .csv file. The first row consists of the 

header columns, which should be skipped, as they already are defined in the target table. 

 

Marketo SQL statements for importing data to RedShift 

1. /* Copy Marketo data into redshift */   
2.  
3. copy marketo_leads from 's3://clioonlinedwh/data_marketo/leads-2018-05-

06 14:43:11.csv'    
4. credentials 'aws_iam_role=arn:aws:iam::503257996521:role/[hidden]'   
5. delimiter ','   
6. region 'eu-central-1'   
7. NULL AS 'null'   
8. EMPTYASNULL   
9. DATEFORMAT as 'auto'   
10. IGNOREHEADER 1   
11. csv quote as '"'; 

Code Snippet 5 - SQL Marketo into redshift 

 

After data is loaded into RedShift, we can execute queries to remove corrupt values. This 

way of removing bad attributes can be referred to as ELT. Extract, Load and Transform, 

where the processing power of the DWH itself can help clean unnecessary or corrupt data. 

Both ETL and ELT has been used in practice for the data sets from Marketo. Due to the 

rather intensive workload for PHP to delete rows from the .csv, it made more sense to 

have the data remove directly by effective SQL statements in RedShift.  

A section in the discussion serves to emphasize the benefits and disadvantages of each 

method, and its combination.  

The SQL statement below is used to delete records where zeroUserID is zero, as the 

value needs to be present for CO to combine the data sources for the desired reporting 

opportunities.  
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Next institution numbers, where the value Is NULL is removed, and where values is not 

using numbers. This is done to be able to map the table with the scitylana data, as the 

relationship will require each row in the ‘marketo_leads’ table to have a valid zerouserid.  

It enforces referential integrity.  

 

Marketo SQL statements for importing data to RedShift 

1. /* Deletes records where zeroUserID is zero & institutionNumber is zero and 
2.  Institutionnumber does not equal a integer */   
3.  
4. DELETE FROM marketo_leads   
5. WHERE zerouserid IS NULL;   
6.    
7. DELETE FROM marketo_leads   
8. WHERE institutionNumber IS NULL;   
9.    
10. DELETE FROM marketo_leads    
11. WHERE (institutionNumber !~ '^[0-9]+$'); 

Code Snippet 6 - SQL cleaning records in Marketo Leads 

 

Marketo Activities proved a little more difficult, as the export via Marketo REST Bulk 

Extract API, returned a CSV, where one of the columns was an object, consisting of 

multiple attributes. This object was holding the values: Channel, Description and Source.  

As these are descriptive to each activity, we decided to split these into their own columns, 

as described in previous section.  

Afterwards we performed a copy statement of the activities into RedShift.14 A year of 

records from leads and activities was imported. 

 

  

                                            
14 See appendix L for further reference to SQL statement used to add activities 
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Loading Scitylana data (Google Analytics) 

Scitylana data is delivered in TXT files. Each TXT file contains data for one day, and one 

view in Google Analytics only.  

The views in Google Analytics is used by CO to separate their platforms. Each platform 

has a view, for instance the Danish-course platform has its unique view in Google 

Analytics, as well as geography, mathematics, English and so forth. 

Initially we discussed the continuous delivery of the files, in the JSON format, for us to be 

able to use our ClioWarehouse tool to process and upload the data to Amazon S3 

automatically. Due to the scope and limited resources of Scitylana, we were not able to 

setup the automatic continuous data delivery. Christian, partner of Scitylana sent us some 

days of extracted data, for us to setup the table and map the structure.  

The same transformation as for the Marketo data is conducted, 15using SQL. 

Statements for the activites data.  

Noteworthy in this implementation of data, is that a lot of the fields from the source is 

empty or has null values. In the Marketo data, strategic decisions were made in terms of 

what data to include in the extract, whereas Scitylana delivers the full data set of Google 

Analytics. No fields are left out. The Scitylana data consists of 314 columns. 

From email conversation, partner of Scitylana, Christian gave his view on the many null 

values in the dataset. He explained that they are reserved for later usage, and is present 

to make the table structure, without the need of redefining it every time an additional field 

is added. Performance wise, we faced the same challenges as with the max bytes of our 

datatypes in the Marketo data, in this dataset. For now it is left to the default values, 

except a few that required additional space, thereby granting VARCHAR(512).  

Importing a single day of Scitylana data in TXT format, was roughly 30mb, whereas the 

imported result in the DWH was 634mb. That itself can lead to a massive amount of data, 

if not optimized. That 30 mb file has information from one out of CO’s 10 portals, and only 

contains one day of information. Imagining that the DWH should store the last year of data 

from all portals, that itself will be more than 2,28 TB. (634mb * 10 portals * 30days *12 

                                            
15 See appendix M: SQL Statements used for Scitylana Data 
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months). Data storage might turn cheaper in the future, as technology evolves, but even 

then – 10 years of Scitylana Data can be costly to keep. 

As discussed in the presentation of the alpha product, Thomas said that they still not were 

completely sure whether they wanted to store all this information from Google Analytics, as 

the platform itself also provides some dashboard, and reporting opportunities. “Det er ikke 

sikkert vi skal have al data fra Google Analytics med over, men det ville være smart at 

samle et sted, tænker jeg.” (5th meeting, Thomas [10:20]) 

The data is imported in a flat table structure, yet if the scope of possible reports was 

defined beforehand, it could have been created combining fact and dimension tables. This 

can improve query performance. Defnining the dimensions and facts for the table of 314 

columns was not conducted in this thesis, and Scitylana themselves was not able to 

provide reference for their data mappings, as they have not had a project where data was 

stored in a DWH. For the desired reporting opportunities and possible extracts, this 

structure of the table is sufficient for the IT-artefact to be functional. Our ADR practitioners, 

Thomas and Kasper also agreed that this process of defining each fact and dimension 

table, would be in a later phase, when further strategic considerations and decision had 

been decided by CO.  

 

Transforming and loading Jedox data 

Initially the documentation for extracting data via Jedox’ API was studied and followed. 

Due to a dismissal of the external consultant at CO, handling their Jedox platform, we 

were not allowed to access the platform. It needed to be in a steady state, where no one 

was granted access for extractions or cube reports. To work around that delimitation, ADR 

practitioner, Kasper sent us the most recent report of the desired Jedox data.  

Ideally this challenge would have been fixed, using an automatic API extract, as Jedox 

data was fetched.  

The file we were sent from Jedox was an extract of a cube, summarizing how much 

revenue each school had contributed to for CO. Furthermore, the data described what 

school, in what commune and what portal that generated the revenue.  
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Table 4 - Jedox excel column structure 

 

The structure of the data had to be re-thought, as each column header was a year and 

month. Technically the data would easily be importable in RedShift, but when a historical 

overview is desired, it would require adding a new field every time a new month is part of 

the report. We created a new column, replacing the month-year and its values, called 

“Year-month” and “Amount”.  

 

 

Table 5 - Jedox excel new structure 

 

Thereby we eliminate the need for creating a new column in the database tables, every 

time a new month of records are added to the report from Jedox. 

Lastly, SQL queries was performed to copy the data into 16RedShift.  

 

In the process of making the Jedox available, we found that the organizational readiness 

to simply open for financial data extracts can be a sensitive task. Yet it serves as a 

delimitation, we can also draw some experience from the fact that not every data source 

might be as easy to get the organizations approval to access.  

The structure of the data from Jedox contains several rows with the same school. As 

Marketo leads does the same, a challenge is actual, as the ability to establish the many-to-

many (M:M) relationship can prove difficult to implement. Furthermore, systems such as 

PowerBI does not support that relationship when creating dashboards and reports.  

                                            
16 See appendix N: SQL Statements for Jedox Data 
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ADR practitioner, Kasper said that their tool for analyzing the data, mostly will be 

conducted using PowerBI, as CO just bought many licenses at a discounted price. With 

that in mind, an additional data source was included in the assignment, in order to make 

the correct relationship between the financial Jedox data and the lead based Marketo data. 

 

UVM data enriches our schematics 

As the cardinality between our Jedox Data and Marketo Leads Data does not fit a one-to-

many (1:M) or many-to-one (M:1), we needed a table that could serve as the connector 

between the two.  

We therefore investigated where the original institution number of each school was derived 

from. Kasper told us that they’ve fetched their information from UNI-C and UVM (Ministry 

of Education). An export of all institutions in Denmark, with their name and number, 

amongst other attributes was extracted in CSV format. 17 

Multiple attributes were available, but some of them were left unimported into our DWH. 

For instance, the leader of the institution was not imported, as this information might 

change fast. The institution number on the other hand, will not change for the existing 

institutions. If a new institution is created, it will be assigned with a new institution number. 

The institution number serves as the primary key. 

Compared with the other data sources and their initial created tables, the ‘schools’ table 

added, has some different parameters. As institution numbers are unique, we defined it as 

our primary key, allowing only row with a unique value. 

Furthermure, we disallowed the field to be NULL. By applying these simple SQL rules, we 

avoided that incorrect data is added to the table.  

 

UVM SQL Statements use to create table 

12. create table if not exists schools(   
13. insititutions_nummer INTEGER NOT NULL,   
14. institutions_navn VARCHAR,   
15. postnr INTEGER,   
16. postdistrikt VARCHAR,   
17. telefonnummer VARCHAR,   
18. email VARCHAR,   
19. website VARCHAR,   
20. institutionstype VARCHAR,   
21. undervisnings_niveau VARCHAR,   

                                            
17 ("InstReg-udtræk", 2018) 
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22. kommune VARCHAR,   
23. region VARCHAR,   
24. PRIMARY KEY (insititutions_nummer)   
25. ) 

Code Snippet 7 - Adding the schools table 

We chose to include the fields: postnr, postditrikt, telefonnummer, email, website, 

institutionstype, undervisnings_niveau, kommune and region besides the necessary field, 

institutions_nummer and institutions_name. These additional fields can enrich the other 

data sources, whenever institution number is present.  

 

Relationships for data sources 

Though the thesis does not focus on visualization from the data, we tested our data 

hierarchy, to see that the data sources could be integrated. In order for it to happen we 

have a relationship between the table “marketo_leads" and “schools” with 

marketo_leads.institutionnumber and schools.institutions_nummer in a many-to-one(M:1) 

relationship. A relationship between “schools” and “jedox_data” on 

schools.institutions_nummer and jedox_data.institution_nummer in a 1:M relationship.  

Between “schools” and “scitylana_data” on schools.institutios_nummer and 

scitylana_data.dimension8. Between “marketo_activities” and ‘marketo_leads’ on 

marketo_activities.leadid and market_leads.id in a M:1 relationship.  

An additional connection is setup between ‘scitylana_data’ and ‘marketo_leads’ on 

scitylana_data.dimension8 and marketo_leads.zerouserid.  

 

The view of relationships is created in PowerBI and shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 10 - Table mapping in PowerBI 

 

The diagram does not show the complete list of columns in the ‘scitylana_data’ table. 18 

The relationships were defined as above, due to the overall object to integrate the data 

sources. Throughout the mapping process, different thoughts on how the best possible 

mapping would look like took place, and other schema architectures might have been 

sufficient for this as well. Query performance and storage are important parameters, when 

defining the structure and the discussion also focuses on this consideration.  The 

discussion will elaborate on these considerations. 

Intervention 

The second intervention was performed in the same manner as previously. By performing 

a semi-structured interview, after a presentation of the artifact. Afterwards, a short session 

followed, where the interviewee could navigate around the artifact, as well as, accesses 

                                            
18 These can be found in the Appendix M, in the SQL statement used for creation of the table. 
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the DWH through a BI tool. This intervention was to include an end-user, in this case a 

business analyst, as prescribed by the ADR framework. The ADR team was however 

unable to procure a business analyst, due to resource availability at CO. As a 

replacement, the practitioner Kasper from the ADR team, played the role as a business 

analyst. Which is not far from what he does at a daily basis. This obviously have some 

consequences for the following evaluation, which will be addressed in the discussion 

section.  

The focus of this intervention surrounds the end-user experience, the operational aspect of 

the artifact and finally the organizational value proposition. As in, do the artifact increase 

the capability of BI. This capability can be measured on multiple dimension, such as new 

possibilities for data integration, increased ease of data utilization, improved overview of 

contained information. These focus points have been the foundation for the semi-

structured interview19. 

Besides above-mentioned details, another part of the second intervention differs from the 

first. The environment in which the artifact was presented in, was in a live-setting, to get as 

close to an operational setting as possible.  

 

Evaluation 

As previously mentioned Kasper from the ADR team stepped in, as a substitute end-user. 

Kasper expressed that he was overall satisfied with the final interface:  

“Jeg synes umiddelbart at interfacet fungerer (…)” (6th meeting, Kasper, [06:53]).  

However, he found that some of the newly implemented features were unnecessary for 

him as a business analyst e.g. the log interface. The point he makes here is relevant. As 

the usage of ClioWarehouse has not been separated into different user roles, there is 

nothing stopping an end-user in accessing these features. The log feature exists to help 

solve error occurrences, however this is not a business analyst task and therefore the logs 

interface might cause confusion. The separation of functionality onto different user roles, 

                                            
19 See appendix O: The resulting interview guide cL: Intervention interview guide for second BIE cycle 
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could potentially help solve this issue, why it should be investigated. In accordance with 

above mentioned issue, Kasper also emphasized on the job tables: 

 “ (…) hvis jobbet ikke havde kørt, så ville tabellen ikke rigtigt hjælpe mig til at løse 

problemet” (6th Meeting, Kasper, [09:02]).  

Again, it seems to be confusing that the business analysts can see many of the debugging 

facilities provided by the application, as they do not aid in solving an eventual problem. 

However, it was acknowledged that it was valuable to see, which jobs had run successfully 

since that comes with an indication of what data is available for import into the DWH. This 

makes sense in relation to the importance of data availability and data integrity, as it 

serves to accommodate those important aspects. Lastly, there were some final thoughts 

about the way the Redshift DWH was accessed. He argued, that it seemed illogical that 

every business analyst within CO, should be expected to be able to perform SQL queries:  

“Det virker ineffektivt, at jeg som business analyst skal være behændig i SQL, for at jeg 

kan bruge værktøjet.” (6th Meeting, Kasper, [11:20]) 

The above quote illustrates, why an intervention with an end-user is important, in terms of 

mapping the design principles of an IT artifact. As ADR researchers, we have built the 

artifact around the assumption that the business analysts within Clio had a certain level of 

SQL expertise. As it turns out, not everyone has, and this is something which must be 

addressed in the way the setup works. In the best-case scenario, the ClioWarehouse 

application would contain an abstract layer, which could aid users in performing the 

queries. However, this approach is resource extensive in terms of development. Another 

approach could be to train one business analyst in SQL and make him solely responsible 

for managing the data flows to and from the DWH. The solution is best found by CO 

themselves, since they are more fit to decide where they have the most surplus of 

resources.  

The interviewee had mostly a positive view on the artifact entering operations. He could 

see multiple scenarios where the artifact could aid him in his workflow. He expressed this 

by saying:  

“Altså, forudsat at jeg (…) har de nødvendige færdigheder, kan jeg sagtens forestille mig, 

hvordan løsningen kan bidrage til det jeg laver.” (6th Meeting, Kasper, [13:20]) 
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When asked why this might be, he answered: 

”F.eks. forestiller jeg mig, at jeg ville kunne trække en google analytics session sammen 

med et lead out of the box agtigt. Det ville spare mig for en masse tid.” (6th Meeting, 

Kasper, [13:20]). 

So, one of the ways that the artifact aids in operations is, that it provides a way to 

seamlessly integrate data sources from multiple platforms. This fits well, with the main 

objectives of the artifact and it is something that the practitioners weigh heavily. The 

seamless integration erases some of the time consuming manual steps that had to be 

performed beforehand. This should help free up resources from CO. 

The quote from above paragraph can also aid in explaining the organizational value 

proposition for CO. This is partly because the quote confirms that the artifact eases the 

workload of analysts by automatically performing some of the needed data transformation. 

However, it is not only preprocessing that the DWH aids in. Kasper expresses that the 

DWH enables him to perform new analysis, due to the new possibility of integrating both 

Google Analytics, Jedox and Marketo Data: 

“ (…) nu hvor vi kan integrere alle tre datakilder. Jeg prøvede her lige før (…) at sætte 

relationen op mellem kilderne og det virkede. Jeg forestiller mig helt sikkert, at vi kan 

skabe noget værdi ud af det her.”  (6th Meeting, Kasper, [15:53]). 

Thus, the organizational value proposition of the artifact is divided into two main areas. 

The first is, that provides a more seamlessly and less time-consuming way of integrating 

data sources. This improves time management for the analysts. Secondly, the artifact 

enables the possibilities of new data integrations, which could possibly unlock completely 

new insights for CO.  

III: Scrutinizing the artifacts future 

The evaluation of the beta version of the artifact revealed a need for an improvement of 

the user experience. There are multiple minor issues with what is shown in the interface 

and a more major problem, with how querying the actual DWH works. The artifacts 

purpose cannot be fulfilled if no one is able to access the data it makes available. This is 

obviously a concerning issue, which should be addressed in a future development phase. 
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It is possible, to integrate a JDBC module within the ClioWarehouse artifact, which would 

allow for a custom query builder to be designed and constructed. However, a custom 

query builder is something which can be costly to build. Therefore, CO should try to 

compute the most efficient way of action. They should either take on the development, or 

train or hire one or more employee(s) in the workings of SQL. Both choices incur costs, but 

they will vary depending on, which resources CO have available.  

In terms of the interface issues, there are many ways to accommodate this. A user-role 

system could be set up in the artifact, separating the interface views depending on the 

user role. Or simply, it could just restrict access to parts of the artifact, where a user does 

not need to go. Thus, those issues are not very likely to be costly or hard to develop and 

implement for CO.  

There are also a few features missing that one would expect in an application such as 

ClioWarehouse. These features include: better security, more stable error handling, health 

monitoring and a notification system.  

The security of the artifact is quite limited resting solely on a login system. This leaves a 

few security vulnerabilities open. In a final version, the temporary files created in the 

artifact, should be encrypted. As should, the different API access keys that are used to 

access the Amazon Cloud.  

In terms of error handling, the artifact is coded to throw errors if an unwanted or unknown 

action happens. As an example, the MarketoBulkLeadsJob.php20 can be used, which is 

responsible for going through a whole data request cycle to the Marketo API. This feature 

is thoroughly explained in “Building the alpha” section. If the Marketo API responds with an 

error message the job fails, an exception is logged and the job tries to rerun itself. This 

can be improved, by making the artifact intelligent enough to read the error message and 

act upon it. If the error message is due to the job being created with a wrong or missing 

filter, the job could rerun itself, with modified parameters. This would ensure a high 

operational stability. 

Another area of improvement is monitoring and the ability to push notifications. These are 

addressed together, because the monitored activities be able to trigger notifications. It 

                                            
20 See Appendix K: ClioWarehouse core functionaliteies source code 
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would make the artifact a lot more convenient, if at were able to notify the analysts when 

new data became available for instance. Or when the Marketo API is down, resulting in 

data not being updated. This applies for failed and completed jobs also. The value of this, 

is that it ensures transparency in relation to when and which data is available. Thus, it 

comes back to the important dimensions data availability and integrity. These dimensions 

are fundamental to create trustworthy information from data, why they must be safe 

guarded. A monitoring and notification system would aid in that objective. 

Results 

The design principles listed and discussed below can facilitate the generation of 

meaningful facts, actionable insights, and valuable outcomes from the analysis of 

gathering multiple data sources into a unified DWH. 

These are transformed into our design principles and generalized outcomes.  

 

Design principle #1: No DWH platform fits all 

There is not a one-platform-suits-all in the market, as each organization relies on different 

needs and use cases in terms of analyzing and using the data. Spend time and include 

relevant personnel in choosing the suitable platform from parameters in the organization, 

such as knowledge, priorities, budget constraints and define an overall data strategy.  

Design principle #2: Organizational readiness to share data 

One must keep in mind that the data sources has different ownership and thereby not 

necessarily all can be loaded into a DWH without the organizations full accept. Consider 

and decide along with the relevant departments, what data sources that should be loaded 

into the DWH. Document thoughts and considerations, if a data source is not added. 

Design principle #3: Never expect data to be perfect 

Expect and prepare for the human error aspect in entering the data. Implement rules that 

can avoid and filter imperfect and invalid data, before it is loaded into the DWH. 

ClioWarehouse realizes this design principle, as incorrect or invalid data is scanned in the 

IT-artefact. 
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Design principle #4: Include the end users in the ensemble artifact. 

When designing DWH solutions, one should consider the personnel that has to maintain 

and run the solution post implementation. Taking their core competencies and the 

organizational culture into consideration, it can support the ongoing maintenance and 

development operations team in optimizing the IT-artefact. BI analysts, of which are 

subject to using the data, must also be thought into the process, as their skills and 

competencies ideally should match the ones needed to perform and conduct analysis from 

the DWH. 

 

Design principle #5: Consider compatibility with analytical tools.  

The IT-Artefact can be compatible with more than just one or a few analytical (BI) tools. 

Challenges of relying on a single analytical vendor, is that different or alternative 

approaches to analyzing the data cannot take part within the organization. Storing data in 

the same format over SQL in RedShift gives multiple tools access to the structured data, 

that varying from vendor are not limited to a single database type.  

 

Design principle #6: Consider Response Readiness to data ecosystems 

API Changes their core versions, as it is important to be able to adapt to the changes in 

API’s for the IT-Arfetact, ClioWarehouse. The ADR team should keep resources at hand 

that can readily respond to such changes and to keep the IT-Artefact current and 

functional. If not done incrementally, it can become exponentially difficult and costly to 

maintain compatibility with third party API’s in the long run. 

 

Design principle #7: Be well informed about data sources 

Throughout the process of making the IT-artifact, we encountered complications caused 

by an incomplete understanding of the data sources. These complications ranged from 

API restrictions, to data formats and structure. By proactively obtaining a more complete 

understanding of the data sources, these complications could have been largely avoided. 

Thus, by adhering to above design principle, similar artifacts avoid having to deal with this 
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particular class of problems. 

 

Design principle #8: Care about finding the right the database architecture 

The thesis analysis made it clear that the way one design the database architecture can 

be considerably impactful in terms of accessibility. Choosing between a flat structure or a 

factual and dimensional structure, comes with a complex list of pros and cons. Moreover, 

when choosing the fact and dimensions structure, it utilizes either a star or galaxy schema 

structure. This too comes with different pros and cons. By applying this design principle, 

organizations can avoid making decisions which are very costly to revert. 

 

Design principle #9: Bear in mind the value proposition.  

The full process of designing the artifact until the beta version, has benefited by CO being 

informed about the value they wish to capture. It is important for organizations to know, 

which insights the artifact should help generate, endorse or elaborate on. By defining the 

value proposition of the artifact, some pieces of the puzzle will fall into place themselves. It 

might be that the desired value changes, as the process of designing and building the 

artifact can be enlightening. If this happens one must decide: Firstly, if the new desired 

value can be incorporated into the artifact as is. Secondly, if the new value is not 

incorporable, whether the artifact should be redesigned, or less drastically, reconfigured. 

Ensemble artifact 

This thesis has resulted in an IT-ensemble-artifact consisting of a custom built ETL tool, 

ClioWarehouse, connected to a cloud storage service, Amazon S3, where RedShift 

imports the files into its cluster. 

ClioWarehouse is a Laravel PHP application, which is connected to the Marketo data 

source by API. The application can extract leads and activities, transform them and upload 

them. ClioWarehouse features an interface showing information about the jobs that have 

previously run and those that are running. It features a job queue system, a login system, 

web-based, time scheduled jobs and a basic error-handling and a log interface. Because it 
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is a Laravel application, CliowareHouse also has a lot of features that relatively easy can 

be implemented in the future. 

The DWH itself is a cloud DWH, supplied by Amazon. The DWH is easily scalable, well 

documented and stable, due to full data atomicity as it is SQL based. It can serve CO data 

storage and acquisition needs for the long foreseeable future. 

Discussion 

This discussion focuses on the methodology, the results and the overall considerations 

learnt from conducting this case study for CO. Firstly it addresses the pragmatic research 

followed by the utilization of ADR and our methodology in general. Architectural 

considerations are then discussed, focusing on alternative architectures, their implications, 

pros and cons, in relation to the one applied for CO. The choice of the cloud platform is 

discussed in relation to whether the ETL process can be challenged by an ELT 

perspective. Lastly, the design principles of our IT-artefact are discussed in relation to their 

utility in both academia and industry. 

Conducting pragmatic research  

There are some common fall groups when conducting a study within the pragmatic 

research paradigm. The points of critique often dwell around the approach's academic 

grounds, purpose and methodology.  

After having gone through multiple BIE iterations and different types of empirical methods, 

we can acknowledge that the research tends to be drawn more and more towards the 

practical sphere. This is partly due to the artifact becoming the center of focus rapidly in 

the process. One reason for this is that the ADR team includes practitioners from within 

the case organization. The focus of the practitioners will always be distorted towards 

achieving the pragmatic goal. Whereas, the researcher(s) are both focused on practice 

and academia (as practice is also of high importance in pragmatic research). This can 

create an imbalance somewhere in the process, where the academia is overshadowed by 

the practical dimension. However, pragmatic research will always be highly reliant on 

context and time. This is a natural consequence of the pragmatist ontology and it 
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negatively affects the ability to generalize the study. Therefore, it is natural to question the 

generalizability of pragmatic studies, why one should take proper measures to ensure a 

solid academic approach. By doing this, one positively affects other researchers’ ability to 

assess the study. Moreover, one significantly improves the generalizability of the study, 

ensuring that it can be an academic contribution. 

In response to the challenges outlined above, we have strived to emphasize on general 

appliances, in the way we justify our arguments and results. Furthermore, we have been 

focused on delivering design principles. Design principles serves to generalize and 

formulates the reflections and learnings this thesis has uncovered. In addition, to further 

address the problem generalizability we have utilized a well-defined methodological 

framework: ADR. Sticking rather tightly to a predefined and acknowledged methodological 

framework, supports upholding the academic standard of our thesis. By abiding to these 

steps, we consolidate our academic contribution, whilst at the same time, they are of value 

to the included industry. 

Utilization of ADR 

As briefly touched upon in the above section, we have utilized ADR as a framework that 

defines our process, both academically and practically. The utilization of ADR has 

unarguably heightened the quality of the thesis itself, in addition, to the produced IT-

artifact. The academic quality is improved, because the utilization of ADR results in 

increased generalizability. The IT-artifact is improved, because of the organizational 

interventions. Due to the interventions giving access to both end-user and practitioner 

feedback. The positive implications connected with ADR has been well described 

throughout the thesis. And, as researchers, we have been focused on keeping the 

structure the framework prescribes. This can easily be recognized if one looks over the 

table of contents of this thesis. The thesis is structured with an exploratory phase, two BIE 

iterations followed by a suggested last build for the ensemble artifact. This structure is 

almost identical with the structure of Sein et al, 2011, article that defines the framework.  

The benefits of utilizing ADR was why it was chosen in the first place. However, the level 

of utilization can be disputed. We have a few shortcomings in terms of conducting ADR as 

prescribed by Sein et. al.  
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Firstly, and most importantly, we have not completed the last build cycle. We have instead 

scrutinized in what features should be implemented and why. This is not ideal as the last 

build phase should produce an operational ensemble artifact. The suggested build help 

ease the issue, but it does not necessarily solve it. Therefore, this would be a valid point of 

critique towards the thesis abidance to ADR.  

Secondly, in the second BIE iteration, we fail to procure the right persons to perform the 

intervention with. The intervention was to include an end-user, which in this case would be 

a business analyst and we had to make due with Kasper, a practitioner from the ADR 

team. This obviously compromises the following evaluation, since he cannot necessarily 

produce feedback that would be equivalent to a regular end-user. That being said, Kasper 

daily workflow do involve some data analysis, using the same tools as a CO analyst. So, it 

might not be too far off either. In addition, Sein et al. actually mentions the scenario, 

stating:  

“While individuals may play different and even multiple roles, these roles may not be 

mutually exclusive” (Sein et al, 2011) 

It makes sense that there are real scenarios were the practitioner and end-user are 

definitively one and the same, why this issue is arguably not very harmful to the study.  

To summarize, although we do fail to follow the ADR approach to last detail, it is nothing 

crucial. Therefore, we believe that our approach is sufficiently consistent with ADR for the 

studies outcomes to be well documented.  

Interviews, workshops and group interviews 

As our empirical foundations was gathered in various ways, including a lot of emails and 

communication in Slack, we might have had to standardize our way of storing and 

analyzing this. As our methodology summarized, we did conduct semi structured 

interviews and applied it in a group interview setting, making it a somewhat mixed methods 

approach. 

The busy, yet natural, business environment of CO also limited us from separating each 

meeting into multiple semi structured interviews. Instead some interviews were held with 

both ADR practitioners at once, contributing to a high level of feedback and innovation at 

the interviews and meetings, as multiple opinions were discussed and condensed into a 
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shared understanding of the investigated phenomena. Though the participating ADR group 

could have been larger and more diverse in terms of titles, we felt that the way our data 

was gathered made sense in the organization and setting, of which our data gathering was 

conducted. Elaborating on the selected ADR group, we found that the selected data 

source investigated throughout the thesis had a higher relevance for them, compared to 

the other available data sources in CO. When implementing a DWH in an organization 

such as CO, a broad representation of the organization should be present in the ADR 

group, as prescribed by Sein et. al. Due to the scope and limited timeframe of when the 

investigation was undergoing, we feel that it is justifiable, though presenting the IT-artefact 

for more people in the organization might require for an additional iteration. That said, we 

still advocate that the ADR team was sufficient and covered the relevant roles in aspect of 

this thesis project.  

 

Architectural considerations 

The architectural considerations apply for more than just one aspect in this thesis. Firstly, 

the architecture for the overall DWH structure, the data sources that are to be extracted 

and the attributes desired. Secondly, which this discussion covers, the architecture and 

design of our database tables. 

As argued in the creation of our table structure, it suits the current needs for known 

analysis that CO wants to conduct. Thinking ahead, both performance wise and in terms of 

minimizing storage capacity needed, one might consider utilizing some of the trending 

design of today. Modelling in database architecture is quite a challenging task itself, and 

many inputs and perspectives are given as for how the best structure is made.  

Tuning data types to suit the data requires a lot of perfect information, as one should know 

what the maximal amount of characters or numbers, that one field should contain now – 

and in the future. Of course, one might be able to change the field later on, but its change 

will also affect previous records stored in the same table, making it a complicated task. 

AWS proposes a way to scan a tables row, to see the maximal length in bytes of the 

longest record. Being able to perform an analysis like that, might help reduce the storage, 

that the DWH cluster reserves, by limiting the obvious max characters to a reasonable 
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amount. However, in setting a lower value, you limit yourself from adding more characters 

to the field later. The pros and cons of modifying the table design should be considered 

prior to editing properties for these.  

From the table mappings created in the RedShift cluster21 we keep each data source in its 

own table, only using the ‘schools’ table as the connection table, establishing the 

necessary relationships between the tables. In future iterations and additional data 

sources to be added, one could consider whether a different schema would be beneficial. 

This discussion will compare advantages and disadvantages of applying a star schema or 

a galaxy schema, rather than using the data source table structure. 

A star schema, when looking at query performance runs faster when compared to an 

OLTP system, as it has fewer tables and clear join paths. It consists of dimension and fact 

tables. Initially the dimension tables need to be created, yet they only need to be refreshed 

occasionally. New facts can be added regularly. 

A characteristic of a star schema is that it is designed to enforce referential integrity of the 

loaded data. Before being able to fully comply in the star schema architecture, CO needs 

to prepare their source systems, as data needs to be consistent to be loaded into the 

DWH. The benefit of having highly structured data is that it affects query performance 

positively, load performance of the data and storage capacity. Yet the downside is that a 

clear definition on what dimensions and facts that are desired for the company to run their 

BI upon.  

A galaxy schema is like a star or snowflake schema, containing both fact and dimension 

tables. Its main difference, that it has at least two fact tables and dimension tables makes 

it unnecessary in the case of CO for now. But it is addressed in this discussion, as adding 

additional data source to the overall architecture, can require a different schema to take 

into consideration. For that is key in addressing the architecture of the future. What is the 

overall strategy for the DWH, which data sources are additionally to be added? Does the 

data have any referential integrity, and what data sources are meant to be integrated?  

Whereas a new iteration or adding additional data sources, might focus on the existing and 

looking at the mentioned pros and cons of switching schemas, in relation to securing the 

                                            
21 See Appendix P: Table mappings of CO DWH 
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future of additional data sources. As the found design principle nine describes, “Design for 

value adding desires of organization” the architecture should reflect exactly that. What 

value does it add to the organization, rather than what the most data-compressed and 

clean solution would be. That is unless that data-compression is of high value to the 

organization, of course.  

Code and documentation 

For gathering the code, we created a repository on GitHub to keep track of our code and 

its revisions. The ADR team did provide a comment for each commit made to GitHub, but 

when reviewing the code in the end, even more clear documentation could have been 

provided. 

A changelog was implemented into the IT-artefact, ClioWarehouse itself, to provide the 

future developers or BI analysts of the tool, to track and see the changes made in to 

application. If another revision of the prototype was to be made, one should focus on 

enhancing the quality of the documentation, making it easily modifiable by other 

developers. As for the style of documentation, it can vary, and cultural expectations of the 

organization can also value documentation differently. As for this study, a proof of concept 

was more desired, than documenting the code for every class, object and query. Yet, the 

documentation is still subject to improvement, if another iteration was to take place. Early 

in the study, we did request a blueprint or architectural diagram of the IT landscape of CO, 

only to find that none were available. This might suggest that it might not be the highest 

priority of CO to document every aspect of their IT Architecture, but rather get in touch with 

each other, and ask for expertise upon solving a specific problem.  

Choice of the cloud platform and organizational implications.  

When choosing to go with AWS as the platform for our data, the IT-Artefact restricted itself 

from some use-cases. The same would have applied if Oracle was chosen as the data 

platform. Conducting a brief benchmark somewhat justified the selection of AWS 

emphasizing the organizational and IT-landscape of CO at the given time. Insights from 

choosing AWS however, revealed some of the considerations when selecting a cloud 

platform for a DWH. 
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The organizational readiness is to be addressed when implementing a new system. CO 

handles their own IT solutions, why the competencies and knowledge from the employees 

is an important factor, when switching or implementing new systems. The choice of the 

platform, being a task for IT decision makers, should ideally be discussed within the 

management of CO, as their core product is the platform clioonline.dk. An additional focus 

of this thesis could elaborate on the management processes and training of IT employees, 

working with a cloud platform. For what considered today as an advantageous platform, 

can change rapidly depending on a changing business environment, business strategies 

or due to the changing cloud environments. 

As for one of the design principles, ‘organizational readiness to share data’, it can be 

argued that every department or data owner, should have a saying prior to adding data to 

the DWH. Even though the IT department have access rights to all organizational data, 

and can move it to the DWH, it could cause an organizational conflict of interest. 

Sensible information prevails in organizations, and access rights are an important aspect 

to keep in mind when and if financial, personal or similar sensible data is loaded upon a 

DWH. For CO, their financial platform, Jedox, that contains all their economic numbers 

and figures, were not necessarily subject to be implemented in a DWH. For this case, if it 

were to happen on a larger scale, the relevant stakeholders should have been included 

early, the CFO and maybe even the CEO. Another issue that it can shed light upon is if the 

economic figures are to be combined with HR data or similar, some of the calculations can 

be quite personal to a single employee. Looking at the company’s overall performance 

evaluation measures, this data might either support it or reveal data that can put 

employees in a bad standing, just from the data. One must keep in mind that data, though 

its value adding features, does not necessarily describe the full story of an employees 

work history or similar. Another implication that must be thought into this is the access 

rights of each table. For when sensitive information is somewhere, one should set up 

constraints as for who to access what. There is no such thing as a standard data access 

policy, that can be implemented in any organization. Its foundation and rules should be 

setup accordingly to the organization and its need for the information. Whether a single 

employee should be able to see the performance measures of a colleague, thereby 

remains a question to the company.  
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ETL or ELT – Where to transform the data? 

As the chosen Cloud solution, AWS, has multiple services to offer the IT-artefact could 

have contained less program logic. This is because, some of the features could also be 

run through AWS itself.  

Advantages and disadvantages of this applied, as a developer might find it difficult to know 

in what code to implement the changes.  No rule of thumb is given when looking at the 

distribution of code between the ETL tool and the cloud platform and its integrated code 

editor. ELT, on the other hand (Extract, Load and Transform) refers to extracting the data 

from its master source, loading it into the DWH and performing SQL queries to transform 

the data into its desired format and structure. Redshift supports most SQL commands and 

has quite a high processing capability, why this is doable, though it can be costly.  It was 

identified that the leading cloud platforms: AWS, Oracle, Azure, all offers serverless 

execution of code, making it possible to create simple - and potentially advanced, services 

and controllers within the services. That would have made our IT-artefact, ClioWarehouse, 

needless. Amazon offers Lambda ("AWS Lambda – Product Features", 2018) that 

executes code in the cloud, and can even have an Elastic Load Balancer ("AWS | Elastic 

Load Balancing - Cloud Network Load Balancer", 2018) which can distribute the load, 

enabling it to do execute massive jobs simultaneously.  

It does however raise awareness to the commitment of the platform, which might lock the 

user in switching to another vendor easily. The ClioWarehouse platform, whose logic is 

written in PHP can be changed to depend on other cloud solutions. Implementing the 

relevant JDBC drivers and change the data source can, roughly, change the cloud vendor. 

The initial approach, as for using ClioWarehouse to transform the data, does also have 

some limitations, as PHP is resource intensive in querying against TXT or CSV files.  

As discussed on the presentation of the beta project, we dwelled by the question as for 

where CO should have most of the code and the transformation process happening.  

Whereas CO already has some of their current applications on the AWS platform, one 

might argue that their competencies within the platform is existent, why it could be 

beneficial to do the transforming SQL commands directly in the cloud. On the other hand, 

as mentioned above, it can prove difficult to know how one data sources is extracted and 
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transformed, if both the application handles the logic to extract using REST and AWS 

performs the cleaning and transformation. 

Looking at computing power, it can be costlier to clean the data in the DWH itself, 

depending on how much unnecessary data that is transferred from the master data 

source. Natural limitations on how much data that can be extracted also plays a major role, 

when exporting the data from the master data source. Marketo has a restriction of 500mb 

per day, that can be extracted using their Bulk Extract REST API. If CO was to simply 

export all data from Marketo, both activities and leads, it might easily break its natural 

500mb per day limit. In that case, it would make more sense to ask oneself what attributes 

would add value in a DWH and export these instead of exporting it all. That is why the 

solution ended up using a combination of both ETL and ELT. Some of the data is cleaned 

and refactored using our ClioWarehouse application, and some is processed querying 

RedShift to perform removal of invalid rows or cleaning out undesired values. This 

discussion remains without a clear answer, but yet an experience learnt from using both 

approaches, is that documentation of what is done where, is essential to maintain the 

overview. One might argue that the technological advantage in higher computing abilities 

in the cloud, makes it worth to pursue the ELT approach.  

Is the artifact usable? 

As we are doing a pragmatic study, it is very relevant to discuss whether CO can use the 

ensemble artifact or not. With the current stage of the artifact, it will most likely not be so 

easy for CO to use the artifact. There are arguably still some user experience challenges 

that has to be solved, before the artifact is truly usable in practice. Theoretically, the 

artifact is useable and can solve the problem which it exists to solve. But this, is only 

assuming that CO needs or wishes for data to extract are kept at status quo. If they would 

like to change data to extract and how often, they would be met with a challenge. It is 

possible, however, done on a low abstraction level. To elaborate, it would require that CO 

meets following criteria. They must: 1) Be able to use the command line. 2) Have a basic 

understanding of the Laravel framework. 3)  Have a basic understanding of PHP and 

server environments. It is doubtful, that all the three criteria can be met by CO. Therefore, 

changing the use case of ClioWarehouse is not a realistic possibility as of this version of 

the artifact. This is a relevant issue, since in BI one always seeks new and better insights. 
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It might be that new data becomes available or that new ways of modelling data becomes 

available. It is unavoidable that such a situation will eventually arise. And when it does, CO 

cannot just utilize it immediately. This must diminish the value proposition for CO by some 

amount. However, prior to change, the artifact will suffice in fulfilling its desired role. 

Furthermore, worth discussing, is that the artifact is developed with the mission of further 

development in mind. Said in other words, it should not be too hard for CO to find the 

resources that could propel the artifact into the last stage.   

Other than the fact that ClioWarehouse is not as moldable as one would want, there are 

other minor issues. As the analysis illustrated, there are still things that does not work very 

well. Amongst these, user experience is worth discussing. The issues regarding the 

somewhat confusing user roles is arguably minor. The unsettled user roles do not diminish 

the usability or the value proposition of the artifact. More major, is the access to the DWH, 

which at this point, must involve wiriting SQL queries. This is an issue, since there are 

apparently not many of CO business analyst who are very trained at this. This is 

something that should not have come as such a surprise, however, it did. This most likely 

happened, due to the researchers making the wrong assumptions about the end-user. 

This is one of the things that should have been caught or discussed during the 

interventions. However, that exact intervention had the short coming of not including an 

actual end user and that might be the course hereof. As mentioned in the analysis, there 

are ways to work around this issue in the future, so it is not critical for the artifact.  

 

All things considered, the answer whether CO can use the artifact, must be: CO can use 

the artifact, to complete the task it was designed for. However, should CO’s analytical 

needs or desires change character, the artifact will be slow to mirror this change.   

Examining our contribution 

The outcome from this study has resulted in the creation of nine design principles and an 

IT-ensemble-artifact. To fully examine our contribution, we will examine and discuss each 

design principle and our IT-artifact.  
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Design principle #1: No DWH platform fits all 

As discussed in the ‘choice of the cloud platform and organizational implications’ part of 

the discussion we are let to believe that each organization might value the different 

characteristics of a DWH platform differently. For one organization the platform might be 

required to seamlessly work with an existing application landscape, whereas other 

organizations might want to rethink their landscape. This design principle emphasizes the 

all organizations are not alike, raising the question as for what DWH platform is suitable in 

each case and context. In terms of the generalizability of this principle, we are let to 

believe that any organization should take this principle into consideration prior to initiating 

a DWH project.  

Design principle #2: Ensure organizational readiness to share data 

As discussed, one should address how ready the organization is to share its data, as 

some organizations might have departments, where ownership over the data is taken 

seriously. One might argue that this principle very much depends on the size, hierarchy 

and culture of the organization. A data-driven and young organization might be more 

willing to share the data into a meaningful DWH. Other, more mature organizations might 

be more reluctant to share their data right away. As part of establishing the steering 

committee of the DWH project, we argue that this design principle also can be applied 

outside the context of CO, as one early in the process should address the question as for 

‘how much data we want to be available’. Another anchor point for this design principle can 

lead to the discussion in the organization, as for access rights to the data in the DWH.  

Design principle #3: Never expect data to be perfect 

Data is, in some cases, in touch with humans, causing that the necessary data design is 

not always enforced and followed strictly. As the result can be corrupt or invalid data, one 

might argue that it is of importance to address the human factor and its influence on data 

quality. A single assumption about complete or perfect data can cause major problems, if 

not identified early in the process, as one might have to rethink the structure of the 

database late in the project. Arguably this principle relies on an assumption of perfect data, 

which also can differ from one data source or organization to another. For what is perfect 

data? Whether it is without any blank values or data that ensures referential integrity, the 

design principle can still be addressed, even with different use cases in mind. This design 
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principle can be applied in other organizations, when about to initiate a DWH project, 

whereas this principle is considered highly generalizable.  

Design principle #4: Include the end users in the ensemble artifact. 

For the fourth mentioned principle, its main contribution is to ensure that relevant end 

users are included in the ensemble artifact. It elaborates on the fourth principle of Sein. et 

al, mutually influential roles. Yet this design principle can also be directed towards 

identifying the knowledge and resources of the ADR team. When designing a DWH 

solution, capabilities and relevant experience with related tools can prove valuable to the 

organization. As for CO, when creating a DWH, that requires the knowledge of basic to 

advanced SQL, it can be beneficial to address these human capabilities and see if they 

are present within the organization. Though, it is a referral to the mutually influential roles, 

an extension is made in identifying the skill set of these roles. As organizations have 

different core competencies, this principle might not necessarily be applicable and thereby 

generalizable in all organizational contexts. Yet, the question to ask oneself can still prove 

advantageous to the organization that is about to initiate a DWH project. 

 

Design principle #5: Consider compatibility with analytical tools. 

In designing a DWH the consideration of analytical tools should happen before deciding on 

the platform that it is to be built upon. The fifth design principle suggests that one should 

consider the compatibility with analytical tools, as the lack of compatibility might reduce 

flexibility and potentially also obtainable knowledge. A comparison between users going 

with a Mac versus going with a Microsoft based PC, is a choice of platform. The same 

applies to some extent in choosing a DWH platform. Some are restricted to a few tools, 

whereas other, relying on more widely used formats as SQL, can be accessed by more 

tools. Again, if an organization already has a pre-defined agenda for the usage of the data, 

in certain applications, they could choose a platform-dependent DWH solution. The 

downside to it would be that if other tools were to be applied later, it would not be possible 

out of the box. The fifth design principle thereby can be broadly generalized and used as 

an indicator for the level of need for flexibility in forms of platform interdependency.  

  

Design principle #6: Consider Response Readiness to data ecosystems 
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The sixth design principle proposes awareness to changes in technology and API’s. It can 

be discussed how to address these issues. One might argue that documenting and 

dividing the code that handles the external API into their own classes, might help enhance 

the overview and thereby ease the process of changing the API upon changes in it. While 

API’s might also have a limit of calls, another pointer could be to keep the API calls at a 

minimum, lowering the risk of capping the limit. On the other hand, one might argue that 

one should try to use as few external API’s as possible, lowering the risk for outages and 

the need for ongoing maintenance of the application. As API’s are fundamentally different 

from one vendor to another, this principle can be applied on a high-level as for how to 

handle changes in software and technology through time, as a solution created to work 

today might not work in a year, if not updated accordingly to changes in the internal and 

external part of IT infrastructure. 

 

Design principle #7: Be well informed about data sources 

This design principle can be regarded as implicit or basic. Yet, the principle is thought to 

emphasize the importance of being a step beyond, knowing which data sources to 

integrate and what the data represents. The design principle prescribes that, in addition to 

before mentioned factors, organizations must know all the possibilities and limitations of 

their data source. Especially, if the data source is external, or by any means, outside the 

organizations control. This principle must hold in any organization, where there are 

multiple data sources involved in the data ecosystem. As such, it can be applied in many 

types of scenarios and are therefore generalizable.  

 

Design principle #8: Care about finding the right the database architecture 

This seventh design principle argues that organizations should not, just, find a useful 

database architecture. Instead the organization should really care about finding the right 

architecture. When designing any type of DWH, the pros and cons of all available 

schemas should be thoroughly weighed and investigated, as some schemas are better 

suited to solve a problem than others. This consideration is true for all organizations 

wishing to either construct or implement a DWH. Thus, this design principle can be used in 

a variety of cases, making the contribution generalizable. 
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Design principle #9: Bear in mind your value proposition.  

Our last design principle states that one should think about the proposed value of the 

artifact, when designing it. This principle can seem rather generic or obvious. However, we 

experienced that the value proposition tended to flow out of the minds of the ADR team. 

The design process can become focused on finishing features and thinking about new 

ones. Therefore, it is important that one keeps in mind the objective of creating the artifact. 

To remember, what value it proposes and how that value is captured in the most effective 

way. This principle can be applied on any similar class of problems, which makes the 

principle highly generalizable. 

Summarizing design principles 

Overall our design principles are relevant to the industry and for other organizations 

needing to initiate a DWH project. As for the knowledge contribution, our principles serve 

as a formulation of learning and reflections. When discussing the thesis’ contribution to the 

knowledge base, we argue that it, in accordance with the investigated literature in the 

review has some new pointers, as for what organizations should be aware of. 

Furthermore, in the essence of medium based digital companies, we feel that our design 

principles and contributions are particularly useful for them. 
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Conclusion 

Our conclusion is divided into two, as our problem formulation, is focused on industry and 

academia. Answering our industry specific problem formulation, “How can web companies 

integrate and store data from multiple data sources, to maximize value from Business 

Intelligence?”, our case study found that web companies can optimize their integration and 

storage of data, by using an ETL tool to move, transform and validate data, together with a 

DWH to store and access the data. This discovery was uncovered by using an ADR 

approach, where CO’s contextual setting was explored and multiple BIE iterations 

performed.  

By thoroughly applying the ADR approach in relation to a conceptual framework, the 

process of constructing the IT-ensemble-artifact has enabled us to answer our academia 

oriented problem formulation: “What are the different aspects and topics in data 

warehouse construction for web-based companies?”. At a high level, the aspects include: 

The clarification of analytical objective(s), the choice of platform to serve the DWH, the 

choice of DWH architecture and the examination of data sources. The topics include: 

Cloud computing, data sources, DWH architecture, BI and web analytics.  

The above points are largely derived from answering our research question: “What are the 

design principles for an IT-Artefact that can systematically extract, transform, load, store 

and integrate, both transactional and behavioral data?”, to which we found nine principles: 

1) No DWH platform fits all, 2) Organizational readiness to share data, 3) Never expect 

data to be perfect, 4) Include the end users in the ensemble artifact. 5) Consider 

compatibility with analytical tools, 6) Consider Response Readiness to data ecosystems., 

7) Be well informed about data sources, 8) Care about finding the right the database 

architecture, 9) Bear in mind the value proposition. 

As the end goal of a DWH was to be able to apply BI, our proposed design principles 

serve as the final ratification of this thesis’s outcome and can be used as guidelines for 

both academia and industry alike.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Table summation of conducted interviews with brief explanations of format, 

purpose and outcomes along with an identification no. and the interviews 

correspondence with ADR. 

Meeting 

No.  

Participants Format Purpose Outcome(s) ADR 

Step 

1 HWJ 

MSH 

 

Thomas 

Overholt 

Phone 

interview 

Informant 

interview 

(Initial 

interview) 

-Formal agreement 

for collaboration 

 

- Company 

introduction 

 

- Problems 

introduction 

- 

2 ADR 

Researchers(2

) 

 

Open 

group- 

interview 

To set the 

stage: 

 

- Discuss 

Business problem 

is rooted in inability 

of integration 

between data 

1 
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Practitioners(2)

: 

CMO, 

Digital 

Marketing 

Strategist 

problem 

 

-Discuss 

scope 

 

-Alignment of 

expectations 

of 

collaboration 

 

-Learn about 

Business 

environment. 

 

-Introduce 

possible 

solutions 

 

-Discuss 

Approach 

 

-Discuss end-

goal 

sources.  

 

Settled on ADR as 

a tool for the 

research, as it 

allows for the 

involvement of all 

parties and it fulfill 

academic 

requirements 

 

Practitioners is to 

be included in the 

ADR team. 

 

A DWH with a new 

ETL tool is chosen 

as the ensemble 

technological 

artifact. 

 

 

  

3 ADR Team (4) 

 

+ Thomas 

Carlson (Head 

Worksho

p 

To understand 

Clio’s systems 

infrastructure, 

data sources 

Practitioners 

Included in ADR 

Team 

 

1 
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of 

Development) 

and external 

tools. 

 

 

Clio’s infrastructure 

diagram 

 

4 ADR Team (3) 

 

+ Scitylana 

data provider 

(included in 

team) 

Worksho

p 

To understand 

the format, 

information & 

volume of data 

from the 

different data 

sources 

(DWH Technical 

Requirements 

Shema) 

1 

5 ADR Team (4) Semi-

structure

d  

Interview 

To get 

feedback from 

practitioners 

 Artifact should be 

able to handle 

updated data 

instances 

 

Artifact should be 

able to configure 

which data to 

extract 

 

Artifact should 

adhere to API 

restrictions 

 

Artifact has to be 

able to respond to 

2 
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new data instances 

 

6 ADR 

Researchers(2

) 

 

BI Analyst 

Semi-

structure

d  

Interview 

To get 

feedback from 

end-user(s) 

Artifact has to 

adress 

operationability 

 

Artifact must deal 

better with different 

user roles 

 

Artifact must take 

into account data 

security 

 

Artifact should be 

more intuitive to 

use 

 

 

4 
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Appendix B: Coding schema for Interviews & Workshops 
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Appendix C: On demand pricing for Amazon RedShift 

 

Appendix D: On demand pricing for Oracle Autonomous Data Warehouse Cloud 

https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/datawarehouse/pricing  

 

https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/datawarehouse/pricing
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Appendix E: On demand pricing for Azure SQL Data Warehouse 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/sql-data-warehouse/elasticity/  

 

 

 

Appendix F: Graph of Typo3 and PHP compatibility 

 

 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/sql-data-warehouse/elasticity/
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Appendix G: Project board start second BIE  

 

 

 

Appendix H: Interview guide for first Intervention cycle: 

Introduktion: 

• Hvordan går det hos jer i Clio, ift. jeres forskellige BI projekter? 

• Har du, her indledningsvis, nogle nye ideér eller spørgsmål, som du har tænkt over 

siden sidst? Hvilke? 

[Efter fremvisning af UI for ClioWarehouse] 

Brugergrænseflade: 
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• Hvad synes du om selve designet af brugergrænsefladen? 

• Hvordan synes du applikationen er at navigere rundt i? 

• Hvad synes du om den information som findes på brugerfladen? 

• Efter din egen mening, hvad bør ændres i brugergrænsefladen, hvis noget? 

Forretningsmæssig sammenhæng: 

• Hvordan forholder du dig til den data, som du kan se fra Marketo? 

• Hvad synes du om måden vi har tænkt os at opdaterer dataen på? 

o Giver det mening? 

o Har vi forstået det rigtigt? 

• Hvad synes du om idéen om at have filerne i både S3 og Datawarehouse? 

o Giver det mening for jer, at i kan se og tilgå de rå filer, såvel som at query 

dataen direkte? 

• Hvordan står det til med Jeedox dataen? 

o Er den stadig vigtig? 

o Kan vi trække på den, som vi har forventet? 

Appendix I: Platform – Jobs 
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Appendix J: Platform - Login page 

 

Appendix K: ClioWarehouse core functionalities source code: 

MarketoBulkActivitiesMigrateCommand.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Console\Commands;   
4.    
5. use App\Jobs\MarketoBulkActivitiesJob;   
6. use Illuminate\Console\Command;   
7. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\DispatchesJobs;   
8. use DateTime;   
9.    
10. class MarketoBulkActivitiesMigrateCommand extends Command   
11. {   
12.     use DispatchesJobs;   
13.    
14.     /**  
15.      * The name and signature of the console command.  
16.      *  
17.      * @var string  
18.      */   
19.     protected $signature = 'clio:marketo-activities-migrate';   
20.    
21.     /**  
22.      * The console command description.  
23.      *  
24.      * @var string  
25.      */   
26.     protected $description = 'Migrates lead activities from a year back, to S3';   
27.    
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28.     /**  
29.      * Create a new command instance.  
30.      *  
31.      * @return void  
32.      */   
33.     public function __construct()   
34.     {   
35.         parent::__construct();   
36.     }   
37.    
38.     /**  
39.      * Execute the console command.  
40.      *  
41.      *  
42.      * @return mixed  
43.      * @throws \Exception  
44.      */   
45.     public function handle()   
46.     {   
47.         $endDate = new DateTime('now');   
48.         $endDate = $endDate->setTime(0,0,0);   
49.    
50.         /** @var DateTime $startDate */   
51.         $startDate = clone $endDate;   
52.    
53.         $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P7D'));   
54.    
55.         for ($iterator = 0; $iterator < 52; $iterator++)   
56.         {   
57.             $this->dispatch(new MarketoBulkActivitiesJob([   
58.             46,   
59.             ], [   
60.             'createdAt' => [   
61.                 'startAt' => $startDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s'),   
62.                 'endAt' => $endDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s')   
63.             ],   
64.             'activityTypeIds' => [   
65.                 46,   
66.             ],   
67.             ]));   
68.    
69.             $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P7D'));   
70.    
71.             $endDate = $endDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P7D'));   
72.         }   
73.     }   
74. }   

MarketoBulkActivitiesUpdateCommand.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Console\Commands;   
4.    
5. use App\Jobs\MarketoBulkActivitiesJob;   
6. use Illuminate\Console\Command;   
7. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\DispatchesJobs;   
8. use DateTime;   
9.    
10. class MarketoBulkActivitiesUpdateCommand extends Command   
11. {   
12.     use DispatchesJobs;   
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13.    
14.     /**  
15.      * The name and signature of the console command.  
16.      *  
17.      * @var string  
18.      */   
19.     protected $signature = 'clio:marketo-activities-update';   
20.    
21.     /**  
22.      * The console command description.  
23.      *  
24.      * @var string  
25.      */   
26.     protected $description = 'Fetches and exports latest updated activities';   
27.    
28.     /**  
29.      * Create a new command instance.  
30.      *  
31.      * @return void  
32.      */   
33.     public function __construct()   
34.     {   
35.         parent::__construct();   
36.     }   
37.    
38.     /**  
39.      * Execute the console command.  
40.      *  
41.      *  
42.      * @return mixed  
43.      * @throws \Exception  
44.      */   
45.     public function handle()   
46.     {   
47.         $endDate = new DateTime('now');   
48.         $endDate = $endDate->setTime(0,0,0);   
49.    
50.         /** @var DateTime $startDate */   
51.         $startDate = clone $endDate;   
52.    
53.         $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P00Y00M00DT6H'));   
54.    
55.         $this->dispatch(new MarketoBulkActivitiesJob([   
56.                 46,   
57.             ], [   
58.                 'createdAt' => [   
59.                     'startAt' => $startDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s'),   
60.                     'endAt' => $endDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s')   
61.                 ],   
62.                 'activityTypeIds' => [   
63.                     46,   
64.                 ],   
65.             ]));   
66.    
67.     }   
68. }   

MarketoBulkLeadsMigrateCommand.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Console\Commands;   
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4.    
5. use App\Jobs\MarketoBulkLeadsJob;   
6. use Illuminate\Console\Command;   
7. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\DispatchesJobs;   
8. use DateTime;   
9.    
10. class MarketoBulkLeadsMigrateCommand extends Command   
11. {   
12.     use DispatchesJobs;   
13.    
14.     /**  
15.      * The name and signature of the console command.  
16.      *  
17.      * @var string  
18.      */   
19.     protected $signature = 'clio:marketo-leads-migrate';   
20.    
21.     /**  
22.      * The console command description.  
23.      *  
24.      * @var string  
25.      */   
26.     protected $description = 'Migrates for leads a year uptil now, to S3';   
27.    
28.     /**  
29.      * Create a new command instance.  
30.      *  
31.      * @return void  
32.      */   
33.     public function __construct()   
34.     {   
35.         parent::__construct();   
36.     }   
37.    
38.     /**  
39.      * Execute the console command.  
40.      *  
41.      *  
42.      * @return mixed  
43.      * @throws \Exception  
44.      */   
45.     public function handle()   
46.     {   
47.         $endDate = new DateTime('now');   
48.         $endDate = $endDate->setTime(0,0,0);   
49.    
50.         /** @var DateTime $startDate */   
51.         $startDate = clone $endDate;   
52.    
53.         $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P01M'));   
54.    
55.         for ($iterator = 0; $iterator < 12; $iterator++)   
56.         {   
57.             $this->dispatch(new MarketoBulkLeadsJob([   
58.                 'id',   
59.                 'schoolname',   
60.                 'zeroUserID',   
61.                 'leadScorecustomerAllpoints',   
62.                 'leadScoreLifetime',   
63.                 'leadscoreTrialAllpoints',   
64.                 'mktoName',   
65.                 'institutionNumber',   
66.                 'createdAt',   
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67.                 'updatedAt',   
68.             ], [   
69.                 'createdAt' => [   
70.                     'startAt' => $startDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s'),   
71.                     'endAt' => $endDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s')   
72.                 ]   
73.             ]));   
74.    
75.              $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P01M'));   
76.    
77.              $endDate = $endDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P01M'));   
78.         }   
79.    
80.     }   
81. }   

MarketoBulkLeadsUpdateCommand.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Console\Commands;   
4.    
5. use App\Jobs\MarketoBulkLeadsJob;   
6. use DateTime;   
7. use Illuminate\Console\Command;   
8. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\DispatchesJobs;   
9.    
10. class MarketoBulkLeadsUpdateCommand extends Command   
11. {   
12.     use DispatchesJobs;   
13.    
14.     /**  
15.      * The name and signature of the console command.  
16.      *  
17.      * @var string  
18.      */   
19.     protected $signature = 'clio:marketo-leads-update';   
20.    
21.     /**  
22.      * The console command description.  
23.      *  
24.      * @var string  
25.      */   
26.     protected $description = 'Fetches and exports latest updated leads';   
27.    
28.     /**  
29.      * Create a new command instance.  
30.      *  
31.      * @return void  
32.      */   
33.     public function __construct()   
34.     {   
35.         parent::__construct();   
36.     }   
37.    
38.     /**  
39.      * Execute the console command.  
40.      *  
41.      * @return mixed  
42.      * @throws \Exception  
43.      */   
44.     public function handle()   
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45.     {   
46.         $endDate = new DateTime('now');   
47.         $endDate = $endDate->setTime(0,0,0);   
48.    
49.         $startDate = clone $endDate;   
50.         $startDate = $startDate->sub(new \DateInterval('P2D'));   
51.    
52.         $this->dispatch(new MarketoBulkLeadsJob([   
53.             'dKSchoolname',   
54.             'zeroUserID',   
55.             'leadScorecustomerAllpoints',   
56.             'leadScoreLifetime',   
57.             'leadscoreTrialAllpoints',   
58.             'mktoName',   
59.             'institutionNumber',   
60.             'createdAt',   
61.             'updatedAt',   
62.         ], [   
63.             'updatedAt' => [   
64.                 'startAt' => $startDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s'),   
65.                 'endAt' => $endDate->format('Y-m-d\TH:i:s')   
66.             ]   
67.         ]));   
68.     }   
69. }   

MarketoBulkActivitiesJob.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Jobs;   
4.    
5. use App\Events\JobSuccessfulEvent;   
6. use App\Http\Services\MarketoApiService;   
7. use App\Job;   
8. use DateTime;   
9. use Exception;   
10. use Illuminate\Bus\Queueable;   
11. use Illuminate\Queue\SerializesModels;   
12. use Illuminate\Queue\InteractsWithQueue;   
13. use Illuminate\Contracts\Queue\ShouldQueue;   
14. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\Dispatchable;   
15.    
16. class MarketoBulkActivitiesJob implements ShouldQueue   
17. {   
18.     use Dispatchable, InteractsWithQueue, Queueable, SerializesModels;   
19.    
20.     public $tries = 3;   
21.    
22.     public $timeout = 6000;   
23.    
24.     /** @var array */   
25.     private $activityTypeIds;   
26.    
27.     /** @var array */   
28.     private $filters;   
29.    
30.     /**  
31.      * MarketoBulkActivitiesJob constructor.  
32.      * @param array $activityTypeIds  
33.      * @param array $filters  
34.      */   
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35.     public function __construct(array $activityTypeIds, array $filters)   
36.     {   
37.         $this->filters = $filters;   
38.         $this->activityTypeIds = $activityTypeIds;   
39.     }   
40.    
41.     /**  
42.      * Execute the job.  
43.      *  
44.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
45.      * @return void  
46.      * @throws Exception  
47.      */   
48.     public function handle(MarketoApiService $marketoApiService)   
49.     {   
50.         $jobStartTime = new DateTime('now');   
51.         $exportId = $this->createBulkExtract($marketoApiService, $this-

>activityTypeIds, $this->filters);   
52.    
53.         $quedJobStatus = $this->isQueueSuccessful($exportId, $marketoApiService);   
54.    
55.         if ($quedJobStatus)   
56.         {   
57.    
58.             $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
59.             $tries = 0;   
60.    
61.             while($jobStatus['result'][0]['status'] !== 'Completed')   
62.             {   
63.    
64.                 sleep(301);   
65.    
66.                 $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
67.    
68.                 $tries++;   
69.    
70.                 if ($tries >= 3){   
71.                     break;   
72.                 }   
73.             }   
74.             $marketoApiService->retrieveBulkActivitiesCSV($exportId);   
75.    
76.             $job = new Job();   
77.             $job->name = 'Marketo Bulk Activities';   
78.             $jobEndTime = new DateTime();   
79.             $job->run_time = date_diff($jobStartTime, $jobEndTime)->i;   
80.    
81.             event(new JobSuccessfulEvent($job));   
82.         }   
83.     }   
84.    
85.     /**  
86.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
87.      * @param array $activityTypeIds  
88.      * @param array $filters  
89.      * @return string  
90.      * @throws Exception  
91.      */   
92.     private function createBulkExtract(   
93.         MarketoApiService $marketoApiService,   
94.         array $activityTypeIds,   
95.         array $filters   
96.     ): string   
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97.     {   
98.         $response = $marketoApiService-

>createBulkActivitiesJob($activityTypeIds, $filters);   
99.    
100.         if(!$response['success']){   
101.             throw new Exception(sprintf('response status unsuccessfull: %s', seria

lize($response)));   
102.         }   
103.         return $response['result'][0]['exportId'];   
104.     }   
105.    
106.     /**  
107.      * @param string $exportId  
108.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
109.      * @return bool  
110.      * @throws Exception  
111.      */   
112.     private function isQueueSuccessful(string $exportId, MarketoApiService $market

oApiService): bool   
113.     {   
114.         $response = $marketoApiService->executeBulkActivitiesJob($exportId);   
115.    
116.         if(!$response['success']){   
117.             throw new Exception('Request status: unsuccessful');   
118.         }   
119.         return true;   
120.     }   
121.    
122.     /**  
123.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
124.      * @param string $exportId  
125.      * @return array  
126.      * @throws Exception  
127.      */   
128.     private function pingQueue (MarketoApiService $marketoApiService, string $expo

rtId): array   
129.     {   
130.         $response = $marketoApiService->pingBulkActivitiesJob($exportId);   
131.    
132.         if(!$response['success']){   
133.             throw new Exception(sprintf('response status unsuccessfull: %s', seria

lize($response)));   
134.         }   
135.         return $response;   
136.     }   
137. }   

MarketoBulkLeadsJob.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Jobs;   
4.    
5. use App\Events\JobSuccessfulEvent;   
6. use App\Http\Services\MarketoApiService;   
7. use App\Job;   
8. use DateTime;   
9. use Exception;   
10. use Illuminate\Bus\Queueable;   
11. use Illuminate\Queue\SerializesModels;   
12. use Illuminate\Queue\InteractsWithQueue;   
13. use Illuminate\Contracts\Queue\ShouldQueue;   
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14. use Illuminate\Foundation\Bus\Dispatchable;   
15.    
16. class MarketoBulkLeadsJob implements ShouldQueue   
17. {   
18.     use Dispatchable, InteractsWithQueue, Queueable, SerializesModels;   
19.    
20.     /** @var array */   
21.     private $fields;   
22.    
23.     /** @var array */   
24.     private $filters;   
25.    
26.     public $timeout = 6000;   
27.    
28.     public $tries = 3;   
29.    
30.    
31.     /**  
32.      * MarketoBulkLeadsJob constructor.  
33.      * @param array $filters  
34.      * @param array $fields  
35.      */   
36.     public function __construct(array $fields, array $filters)   
37.     {   
38.         $this->filters = $filters;   
39.         $this->fields = $fields;   
40.     }   
41.    
42.    
43.     /**  
44.      * Execute the job.  
45.      *  
46.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
47.      * @return void  
48.      * @throws Exception  
49.      */   
50.     public function handle(MarketoApiService $marketoApiService)   
51.     {   
52.         $jobStartTime = new DateTime();   
53.         $exportId = $this->createBulkExtract($marketoApiService, $this->fields, $this-

>filters);   
54.    
55.         $quedJobStatus = $this->isQueueSuccessful($exportId, $marketoApiService);   
56.    
57.         if ($quedJobStatus)   
58.         {   
59.    
60.             $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
61.             $tries = 0;   
62.    
63.             while($jobStatus['result'][0]['status'] !== 'Completed')   
64.             {   
65.    
66.                 sleep(301);   
67.    
68.                 $jobStatus = $this->pingQueue($marketoApiService, $exportId);   
69.    
70.                 $tries++;   
71.    
72.                 if ($tries >= 5){   
73.                     break;   
74.                 }   
75.             }   
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76.    
77.             $marketoApiService->retrieveBulkLeadsCSV($exportId);   
78.    
79.             $job = new Job();   
80.             $job->name = 'Marketo Bulk Activities';   
81.             $jobEndTime = new DateTime();   
82.             $job->run_time = date_diff($jobStartTime, $jobEndTime)->i;   
83.    
84.             event(new JobSuccessfulEvent($job));   
85.    
86.         }   
87.     }   
88.    
89.     /**  
90.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
91.      * @param array $fields  
92.      * @param array $filters  
93.      * @return string  
94.      * @throws Exception  
95.      */   
96.     private function createBulkExtract(   
97.         MarketoApiService $marketoApiService,   
98.         array $fields,   
99.         array $filters   
100.     ): string   
101.     {   
102.         $response = $marketoApiService->createBulkLeadsJob($fields, $filters);   
103.    
104.         if(!$response['success']){   
105.             throw new Exception(sprintf('response status unsuccessfull: %s', seria

lize($response)));   
106.         }   
107.    
108.         return $response['result'][0]['exportId'];   
109.     }   
110.    
111.     /**  
112.      * @param string $exportId  
113.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
114.      * @return bool  
115.      * @throws Exception  
116.      */   
117.     private function isQueueSuccessful(string $exportId, MarketoApiService $market

oApiService): bool   
118.     {   
119.         $response = $marketoApiService->executeBulkLeadsJob($exportId);   
120.    
121.         if(!$response['success']){   
122.             throw new Exception('Request status: unsuccessful');   
123.         }   
124.    
125.         return true;   
126.    
127.     }   
128.    
129.     /**  
130.      * @param MarketoApiService $marketoApiService  
131.      * @param string $exportId  
132.      * @return array  
133.      * @throws Exception  
134.      */   
135.     private function pingQueue (MarketoApiService $marketoApiService, string $expo

rtId): array   
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136.     {   
137.         $response = $marketoApiService->pingBulkLeadsJob($exportId);   
138.    
139.         if(!$response['success']){   
140.             throw new Exception(sprintf('response status unsuccessfull: %s', seria

lize($response)));   
141.         }   
142.    
143.         return $response;   
144.     }   
145.    
146. }   

MarketoApiService.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Http\Services;   
4.    
5. use App\FileName;   
6. use GuzzleHttp\Client;   
7. use GuzzleHttp\Psr7\BufferStream;   
8. use function GuzzleHttp\Psr7\stream_for;   
9. use Illuminate\Support\Facades\DB;   
10. use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Storage;   
11. use DateTime;   
12. use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Log;   
13. use Ramsey\Uuid\Uuid;   
14.    
15.    
16. class MarketoApiService extends Client   
17. {   
18.     const API_IDENTITY = 'https://544-VNU-308.mktorest.com/identity/oauth/token';   
19.     const API_REST = 'https://544-VNU-308.mktorest.com/rest/v1/';   
20.     const API_BULK_LEADS = 'https://544-VNU-308.mktorest.com/bulk/v1/leads/export/';   
21.     const API_BULK_ACTIVITIES = 'https://544-VNU-

308.mktorest.com/bulk/v1/activities/export/';   
22.    
23.     /**  
24.      * @param string $exportId  
25.      * @return \Psr\Http\Message\StreamInterface|string  
26.      */   
27.     public function retrieveBulkLeadsCSV(string $exportId)   
28.     {   
29.         $uri = self::API_BULK_LEADS.$exportId.'/file.json';   
30.         $queryOptions = [   
31.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
32.         ];   
33.    
34.         $response = $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])->getBody();   
35.    
36.         if ($response->isReadable()){   
37.    
38.             $uuid = Uuid::uuid4()->toString();   
39.             $filename = sprintf('leads-%s.csv', $uuid);   
40.             //Set Directory   
41.             $directory = "data_marketo";   
42.    
43.             $csv = $response->getContents();   
44.    
45.             $dbFileName = new FileName;   
46.    
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47.             $dbFileName->name = $filename;   
48.    
49.             $dbFileName->save();   
50.    
51.             Storage::disk('s3')->put($directory.'/'.$filename, $csv);   
52.    
53.             return $response->getContents();   
54.         }   
55.    
56.         return $response;   
57.     }   
58.    
59.     /**  
60.      * @param string $exportId  
61.      * @return array  
62.      */   
63.     public function executeBulkLeadsJob (string $exportId)   
64.     {   
65.         $uri = self::API_BULK_LEADS.$exportId.'/enqueue.json';   
66.         $queryOptions = [   
67.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
68.         ];   
69.    
70.         $response = json_decode( $this->post($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
71.    
72.         return $response;   
73.     }   
74.    
75.     /**  
76.      * @param string $exportId  
77.      * @return array  
78.      */   
79.     public function pingBulkLeadsJob (string $exportId)   
80.     {   
81.    
82.         $uri = self::API_BULK_LEADS.$exportId.'/status.json';   
83.         $queryOptions = [   
84.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
85.         ];   
86.    
87.         $response = json_decode( $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
88.    
89.         return $response;   
90.    
91.     }   
92.    
93.     /**  
94.      * @param array $fields  
95.      * @param array $filters  
96.      * @return array  
97.      */   
98.     public function createBulkLeadsJob(array $fields, array $filters)   
99.     {   
100.    
101.         $uri = self::API_BULK_LEADS.'create.json';   
102.         $queryOptions = [   
103.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
104.         ];   
105.    
106.         $body = [   
107.             'fields' => $fields,   
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108.             'filter' => $filters,   
109.             'format' => 'csv'   
110.         ];   
111.    
112.         $response = json_decode( $this-

>post($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions, 'json' => $body])->getBody(), true);   
113.    
114.         return $response;   
115.     }   
116.    
117.     public function listActivitiesJobs()   
118.     {   
119.         $uri = self::API_BULK_ACTIVITIES.'/export.json';   
120.         $queryOptions = [   
121.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
122.         ];   
123.    
124.         $response = json_decode( $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
125.    
126.         return $response;   
127.     }   
128.    
129.     /**  
130.      * @param string $exportId  
131.      * @return \Psr\Http\Message\StreamInterface|string  
132.      */   
133.     public function retrieveBulkActivitiesCSV(string $exportId)   
134.     {   
135.         $uri = self::API_BULK_ACTIVITIES.$exportId.'/file.json';   
136.         $queryOptions = [   
137.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
138.         ];   
139.    
140.         $response = $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])->getBody();   
141.    
142.         if ($response->isReadable()){   
143.    
144.             $uuid = Uuid::uuid4()->toString();   
145.             $filename = sprintf('activities-%s.csv', $uuid);   
146.             //Set Directory   
147.             $directory = "data_marketo";   
148.    
149.             file_put_contents(storage_path($filename), $response-

>getContents());   
150.    
151.             $csv = array_map('str_getcsv', file(storage_path($filename)));   
152.             array_walk($csv, function(&$a) use ($csv) {   
153.                 $a = array_combine($csv[0], $a);   
154.             });   
155.    
156.             /** Delete file after usage */   
157.             unlink(storage_path($filename));   
158.    
159.             /** @var array $headers */   
160.             $headers = array_slice($csv,0, 1)[0];   
161.             unset(   
162.                 $headers['activityDate'],   
163.                 $headers['activityTypeId'],   
164.                 $headers['primaryAttributeValueId'],   
165.                 $headers['attributes']   
166.             );   
167.    
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168.             $headers['description'] = 'description';   
169.             $headers['source'] = 'source';   
170.             $headers['date'] = 'date';   
171.             $dbFileName = new FileName;   
172.    
173.             $dbFileName->name = $filename;   
174.    
175.             $dbFileName->save();   
176.    
177.             $filteredArray = [];   
178.    
179.             foreach ($csv as $row)   
180.             {   
181.                 if (!isset($row)|| emptyempty($row))   
182.                 {   
183.                     continue;   
184.                 }   
185.                 $attributes = json_decode($row['attributes'],true) ?? null;   
186.    
187.                 $row['description'] = '"'. $attributes['Description'] ?? '' . '"';

   
188.                 $row['source'] = '"'. $attributes['Source'] ?? '' . '"';   
189.                 $row['date'] = $attributes['Date'] ?? '';   
190.    
191.                 unset($row['activityDate'], $row['activityTypeId'], $row['primaryA

ttributeValueId'], $row['attributes']);   
192.    
193.                 array_push($filteredArray, $row);   
194.             }   
195.    
196.             /** Remove header from array */   
197.             array_shift($filteredArray);   
198.    
199.             $strHeaders = implode(',', $headers);   
200.             $csvString = '';   
201.             foreach ($filteredArray as $item)   
202.             {   
203.                 if (!isset($item)|| emptyempty($item) || in_array('', $item, true)

)   
204.                 {   
205.                     continue;   
206.                 }   
207.                 $values = array_values($item);   
208.    
209.                 $csvString = $csvString . implode(',', $values) . "\r\n";   
210.             }   
211.    
212.             $strFileCSV = $strHeaders . "\r\n" . $csvString;   
213.    
214.             Storage::disk('s3')->put($directory.'/'.$filename, $strFileCSV);   
215.    
216.             return $response->getContents();   
217.         }   
218.    
219.         return $response;   
220.     }   
221.    
222.     /**  
223.      * @param string $exportId  
224.      * @return array  
225.      */   
226.     public function executeBulkActivitiesJob (string $exportId)   
227.     {   
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228.         $uri = self::API_BULK_ACTIVITIES.$exportId.'/enqueue.json';   
229.         $queryOptions = [   
230.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
231.         ];   
232.    
233.         $response = json_decode( $this->post($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
234.    
235.         return $response;   
236.     }   
237.    
238.     /**  
239.      * @param string $exportId  
240.      * @return array  
241.      */   
242.     public function pingBulkActivitiesJob (string $exportId)   
243.     {   
244.    
245.         $uri = self::API_BULK_ACTIVITIES.$exportId.'/status.json';   
246.         $queryOptions = [   
247.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
248.         ];   
249.    
250.         $response = json_decode( $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
251.    
252.         return $response;   
253.    
254.     }   
255.    
256.     /**  
257.      * @param array $activityTypeIds  
258.      * @param array $filters  
259.      * @return array  
260.      */   
261.     public function createBulkActivitiesJob(array $activityTypeIds, array $filters

)   
262.     {   
263.    
264.         $uri = self::API_BULK_ACTIVITIES.'create.json';   
265.         $queryOptions = [   
266.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
267.         ];   
268.    
269.         $body = [   
270.             'activityTypeIds' => $activityTypeIds,   
271.             'filter' => $filters,   
272.             'format' => 'csv'   
273.         ];   
274.    
275.         $response = json_decode( $this-

>post($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions, 'json' => $body])->getBody(), true);   
276.    
277.         return $response;   
278.     }   
279.    
280.     /**  
281.      */   
282.     public function updateFieldsList ()   
283.     {   
284.         $fileName = 'marketo_leads_field_names.json';   
285.    
286.         $uri = self::API_REST.'/leads/describe.json';   
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287.         $queryOptions = [   
288.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
289.         ];   
290.    
291.         $response = json_decode( $this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(), true);   
292.    
293.         $jsonFields = json_encode($response['result']);   
294.    
295.         Storage::disk('web')->put($fileName, $jsonFields);   
296.    
297.     }   
298.    
299.     public function updateActivityTypesList()   
300.     {   
301.         $fileName = 'marketo_acitivies_types.json';   
302.    
303.         $uri = self::API_REST.'/activities/types.json';   
304.         $queryOptions = [   
305.             'access_token' => $this->receiveAccessToken()   
306.         ];   
307.    
308.         $response = json_decode($this->get($uri, ['query' => $queryOptions])-

>getBody(),true );   
309.    
310.         $activityTypes = json_encode($response['result']);   
311.    
312.         Storage::disk('web')->put($fileName, $activityTypes);   
313.    
314.         return $activityTypes;   
315.     }   
316.    
317.    
318.    
319.     public function getToken()   
320.     {   
321.         return $this->receiveAccessToken();   
322.     }   
323.    
324.     /**  
325.      * @return string  
326.      */   
327.     private function receiveAccessToken(): string   
328.     {   
329.         $options = [   
330.             'grant_type' => 'client_credentials',   
331.             'client_id' => $this->apiClient(),   
332.             'client_secret' => $this->apiSecret(),   
333.         ];   
334.    
335.        $response = $this->get(self::API_IDENTITY, ['query' => $options])-

>getBody();   
336.    
337.        utf8_encode($response);   
338.    
339.         $accessToken = json_decode($response, true);   
340.    
341.        return $accessToken['access_token'];   
342.     }   
343.    
344.     /**  
345.      * @return string  
346.      */   
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347.     private function apiClient(): string   
348.     {   
349.         return env('MARKETO_API_CLIENT');   
350.     }   
351.    
352.     /**  
353.      * @return string  
354.      */   
355.     private function apiSecret(): string   
356.     {   
357.         return env('MARKETO_SECRET');   
358.     }   
359. }   

HomeController.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. namespace App\Http\Controllers;   
4.    
5. use App\Jobs\MarketoBulkLeadsJob;   
6. use Illuminate\Http\Request;   
7. use App\Http\Services\MarketoApiService;   
8.    
9. class HomeController extends Controller   
10. {   
11.     /**  
12.      * @var MarketoApiService  
13.      */   
14.     private $marketoApiService;   
15.    
16.     public function __construct(MarketoApiService $marketoApiService)   
17.     {   
18.         $this->marketoApiService = $marketoApiService;   
19.     }   
20.    
21.     /**  
22.      * Show the application dashboard.  
23.      *  
24.      * @return \Illuminate\Http\Response  
25.      */   
26.     public function index()   
27.     {   
28.         return view('home');   
29.     }   
30.    
31.     public function token()   
32.     {   
33.         return response($this->marketoApiService->getToken());   
34.     }   
35.    
36.     /**  
37.      * Retrieve the latest list of leads fields from Marketo  
38.      */   
39.     public function fetchFields()   
40.     {   
41.         return response($this->marketoApiService->updateFieldsList());   
42.     }   
43.    
44.     public function fetchNewestBulkActivitiesJobs()   
45.     {   
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46.         return response()->json(json_encode($this->marketoApiService-
>listActivitiesJobs()));   

47.     }   
48.    
49.    
50.     /**  
51.      * @return \Illuminate\Contracts\Routing\ResponseFactory|\Symfony\Component\HttpFounda

tion\Response  
52.      */   
53.     public function pingJobStatus(string $exportid){   
54.    
55.         $job = $this->marketoApiService->pingBulkLeadsJob ($exportid);   
56.    
57.         return response($job);   
58.     }   
59.    
60.     /**  
61.      * Dispatches a MarketoBulkLeads jobs, using a set array of fields and filters, from f

ront end  
62.      *  
63.      * @param array $fields  
64.      * @param array $filters  
65.      */   
66.     public function dispatchMarketoExtractJob(array $fields, array $filters)   
67.     {   
68.         $this->dispatchNow(new MarketoBulkLeadsJob($fields, $filters));   
69.     }   
70.    
71.     public function describeActivities()   
72.     {   
73.        return response()->json($this->marketoApiService->updateActivityTypesList()) ;   
74.     }   
75.    
76.    
77. }   

Web.php 

1. <?php   
2.    
3. /*  
4. |--------------------------------------------------------------------------  
5. | Web Routes  
6. |--------------------------------------------------------------------------  
7. |  
8. | Here is where you can register web routes for your application. These  
9. | routes are loaded by the RouteServiceProvider within a group which  
10. | contains the "web" middleware group. Now create something great!  
11. |  
12. */   
13.    
14. Route::get('/', function () {   
15.     return view('auth/login');   
16. });   
17.    
18. Route::get('/admin/data-sources/', function () {   
19.     return view('data-sources');   
20. })->middleware('auth');   
21.    
22. Route::get('/admin/error-logs/', function () {   
23.     return view('error-logs');   
24. })->middleware('auth');   
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25.    
26. Route::get('/admin/jobs/', function () {   
27.     return view('jobs');   
28. })->middleware('auth');   
29.    
30. Route::get('/admin/how-to/', function () {   
31.     return view('how-to');   
32. })->middleware('auth');   
33.    
34. Route::get('/admin/changelog/', function () {   
35.     return view('changelog');   
36. })->middleware('auth');   
37.    
38.    
39. Route::get('/home', 'HomeController@index')->name('home');   
40.    
41. Auth::routes();   
42.    
43. Route::get('/home', 'HomeController@index')->name('home');   
44.    
45. Route::get('/test', 'HomeController@test')->middleware('auth');   
46.    
47. Route::get('/test-leads', 'HomeController@uploadLeads')->middleware('auth');   
48.    
49. Route::get('/test-execute', 'HomeController@executeLeadsJob')->middleware('auth');   
50.    
51. Route::get('/test-ping', 'HomeController@pingJobStatus')->middleware('auth');   
52.    
53. Route::get('test-s3','HomeController@storeLeads')->middleware('auth');   
54.    
55. Route::get('fetch-fields','HomeController@fetchFields')->middleware('auth');   
56.    
57. Route::get('logs', '\Rap2hpoutre\LaravelLogViewer\LogViewerController@index')-

>middleware('auth');   
58.    
59. Route::get('token', 'HomeController@token')->middleware('auth');   
60.    
61. Route::get('activities-describe', 'HomeController@describeActivities')-

>middleware('auth');   
62.    
63. Route::get('activities-latest', 'HomeController@fetchNewestBulkActivitiesJobs');//-

>middleware('auth');   

Appendix L: SQL Statements used for Marketo Data - activities 

1. DROP TABLE IF EXISTS marketo_activities;   
2.    
3. create table if not exists marketo_activities(   
4. marketoGUID INTEGER NOT NULL,   
5. leadId INTEGER,   
6. campaignId INTEGER,   
7. channel VARCHAR,   
8. description VARCHAR,   
9. source VARCHAR,   
10. activity_data TIMESTAMP,   
11. PRIMARY KEY (marketoGUID)   
12. )   
13.    
14. copy marketo_activities from 's3://clioonlinedwh/data_marketo/activities_test.csv'    
15. credentials 'aws_iam_role=arn:aws:iam::503257996521:role/redShiftMay'   
16. delimiter ',' region 'eu-central-1'   
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17. IGNOREHEADER 2   
18. maxerror as 200;   

 

Appendix M: SQL Statements used for Scitylana Data 

1. DROP TABLE IF EXISTS scitylana_data;   
2.    
3. CREATE TABLE scitylana_data   
4. (   
5. sl_userId DECIMAL,   
6. sl_sessionId  VARCHAR,   
7. sl_hitOrder DECIMAL,   
8. sl_pageviewOrder  VARCHAR,   
9. sl_hitType  VARCHAR,   
10. sl_TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP,   
11. sl_propertyId VARCHAR,   
12. sl_viewId INTEGER,   
13. userType  VARCHAR,   
14. sessionCount  INTEGER,   
15. daysSinceLastSession  INTEGER,   
16. userDefinedValue  VARCHAR,   
17. M_newUsers  VARCHAR,   
18. sessionDurationBucket VARCHAR,   
19. M_bounces INTEGER,   
20. M_sessionDuration INTEGER,   
21. M_sessions  INTEGER,   
22. M_hits  INTEGER,   
23. referralPath  VARCHAR,   
24. fullReferrer  VARCHAR,   
25. campaign  VARCHAR,   
26. source  VARCHAR,   
27. medium  VARCHAR,   
28. sourceMedium  VARCHAR,   
29. keyword VARCHAR,   
30. adContent VARCHAR,   
31. socialNetwork VARCHAR,   
32. hasSocialSourceReferral VARCHAR,   
33. campaignCode  VARCHAR,   
34. M_organicSearches VARCHAR,   
35. adGroup VARCHAR,   
36. adSlot  VARCHAR,   
37. adDistributionNetwork VARCHAR,   
38. adMatchType VARCHAR,   
39. adKeywordMatchType  VARCHAR,   
40. adMatchedQuery  VARCHAR,   
41. adPlacementDomain VARCHAR,   
42. adPlacementUrl  VARCHAR,   
43. adFormat  VARCHAR,   
44. adTargetingType VARCHAR,   
45. adTargetingOption VARCHAR,   
46. adDisplayUrl  VARCHAR,   
47. adDestinationUrl  VARCHAR,   
48. adwordsCustomerID VARCHAR,   
49. adwordsCampaignID VARCHAR,   
50. adwordsAdGroupID  VARCHAR,   
51. adwordsCreativeID VARCHAR,   
52. adwordsCriteriaID VARCHAR,   
53. adQueryWordCount  VARCHAR,   
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54. isTrueViewVideoAd VARCHAR,   
55. M_impressions VARCHAR,   
56. M_adClicks  VARCHAR,   
57. M_adCost  VARCHAR,   
58. goalCompletionLocation  VARCHAR,   
59. goalPreviousStep1 VARCHAR,   
60. goalPreviousStep2 VARCHAR,   
61. goalPreviousStep3 VARCHAR,   
62. M_goal1Starts VARCHAR,   
63. M_goal2Starts VARCHAR,   
64. M_goal3Starts VARCHAR,   
65. M_goal4Starts VARCHAR,   
66. M_goal5Starts VARCHAR,   
67. M_goal6Starts VARCHAR,   
68. M_goal7Starts VARCHAR,   
69. M_goal8Starts VARCHAR,   
70. M_goal9Starts VARCHAR,   
71. M_goal10Starts  VARCHAR,   
72. M_goal11Starts  VARCHAR,   
73. M_goal12Starts  VARCHAR,   
74. M_goal13Starts  VARCHAR,   
75. M_goal14Starts  VARCHAR,   
76. M_goal15Starts  VARCHAR,   
77. M_goal16Starts  VARCHAR,   
78. M_goal17Starts  VARCHAR,   
79. M_goal18Starts  VARCHAR,   
80. M_goal19Starts  VARCHAR,   
81. M_goal20Starts  VARCHAR,   
82. M_goal1Value  VARCHAR,   
83. M_goal2Value  VARCHAR,   
84. M_goal3Value  VARCHAR,   
85. M_goal4Value  VARCHAR,   
86. M_goal5Value  VARCHAR,   
87. M_goal6Value  VARCHAR,   
88. M_goal7Value  VARCHAR,   
89. M_goal8Value  VARCHAR,   
90. M_goal9Value  VARCHAR,   
91. M_goal10Value VARCHAR,   
92. M_goal11Value VARCHAR,   
93. M_goal12Value VARCHAR,   
94. M_goal13Value VARCHAR,   
95. M_goal14Value VARCHAR,   
96. M_goal15Value VARCHAR,   
97. M_goal16Value VARCHAR,   
98. M_goal17Value VARCHAR,   
99. M_goal18Value VARCHAR,   
100. M_goal19Value VARCHAR,   
101. M_goal20Value VARCHAR,   
102. M_goal1Completions  INTEGER,   
103. M_goal2Completions  INTEGER,   
104. M_goal3Completions  INTEGER,   
105. M_goal4Completions  INTEGER,   
106. M_goal5Completions  INTEGER,   
107. M_goal6Completions  INTEGER,   
108. M_goal7Completions  INTEGER,   
109. M_goal8Completions  INTEGER,   
110. M_goal9Completions  INTEGER,   
111. M_goal10Completions INTEGER,   
112. M_goal11Completions INTEGER,   
113. M_goal12Completions INTEGER,   
114. M_goal13Completions INTEGER,   
115. M_goal14Completions INTEGER,   
116. M_goal15Completions INTEGER,   
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117. M_goal16Completions INTEGER,   
118. M_goal17Completions INTEGER,   
119. M_goal18Completions INTEGER,   
120. M_goal19Completions INTEGER,   
121. M_goal20Completions INTEGER,   
122. M_goalStartsAll VARCHAR,   
123. M_goalCompletionsAll  INTEGER,   
124. M_goalValueAll  VARCHAR,   
125. browser VARCHAR,   
126. browserVersion  VARCHAR,   
127. operatingSystem VARCHAR,   
128. operatingSystemVersion  VARCHAR,   
129. mobileDeviceBranding  VARCHAR,   
130. mobileDeviceModel VARCHAR,   
131. mobileInputSelector VARCHAR,   
132. mobileDeviceInfo  VARCHAR,   
133. mobileDeviceMarketingName VARCHAR,   
134. deviceCategory  VARCHAR,   
135. browserSize VARCHAR,   
136. dataSource  VARCHAR,   
137. continent VARCHAR,   
138. subContinent  VARCHAR,   
139. country VARCHAR,   
140. region  VARCHAR,   
141. metro VARCHAR,   
142. city  VARCHAR,   
143. latitude  VARCHAR,   
144. longitude VARCHAR,   
145. networkDomain VARCHAR,   
146. networkLocation VARCHAR,   
147. cityId  VARCHAR,   
148. continentId INTEGER,   
149. countryIsoCode  VARCHAR,   
150. metroId INTEGER,   
151. regionId  INTEGER,   
152. regionIsoCode VARCHAR,   
153. subContinentCode  VARCHAR,   
154. flashVersion  VARCHAR,   
155. javaEnabled VARCHAR,   
156. language  VARCHAR,   
157. screenColors  VARCHAR,   
158. sourcePropertyDisplayName VARCHAR,   
159. sourcePropertyTrackingId  VARCHAR,   
160. screenResolution  VARCHAR,   
161. hostname  VARCHAR,   
162. pagePath  VARCHAR(512),   
163. pagePathLevel1  VARCHAR,   
164. pagePathLevel2  VARCHAR,   
165. pagePathLevel3  VARCHAR,   
166. pagePathLevel4  VARCHAR,   
167. pageTitle VARCHAR,   
168. landingPagePath VARCHAR(512),   
169. secondPagePath  VARCHAR(512),   
170. exitPagePath  VARCHAR(512),   
171. previousPagePath  VARCHAR(512),   
172. pageDepth INTEGER,   
173. M_timeOnPage  DECIMAL,   
174. M_pageValue INTEGER,   
175. M_pageviews INTEGER,   
176. searchUsed  VARCHAR,   
177. searchKeyword VARCHAR,   
178. searchKeywordRefinement VARCHAR,   
179. searchCategory  VARCHAR,   
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180. searchStartPage VARCHAR,   
181. searchDestinationPage VARCHAR,   
182. searchAfterDestinationPage  VARCHAR,   
183. M_searchUniques INTEGER,   
184. M_searchRefinements INTEGER,   
185. M_searchExits INTEGER,   
186. M_pageLoadTime  INTEGER,   
187. M_domainLookupTime  INTEGER,   
188. M_pageDownloadTime  INTEGER,   
189. M_redirectionTime INTEGER,   
190. M_serverConnectionTime  INTEGER,   
191. M_serverResponseTime  INTEGER,   
192. M_domInteractiveTime  INTEGER,   
193. M_domContentLoadedTime  INTEGER,   
194. eventCategory VARCHAR,   
195. eventAction VARCHAR,   
196. eventLabel  VARCHAR(512),   
197. M_eventValue  INTEGER,   
198. M_totalEvents INTEGER,   
199. transactionId VARCHAR,   
200. affiliation VARCHAR,   
201. sessionsToTransaction INTEGER,   
202. daysToTransaction INTEGER,   
203. productSku  VARCHAR,   
204. productName VARCHAR,   
205. productCategory VARCHAR,   
206. currencyCode  VARCHAR,   
207. checkoutOptions VARCHAR,   
208. internalPromotionCreative VARCHAR,   
209. internalPromotionId VARCHAR,   
210. internalPromotionName VARCHAR,   
211. internalPromotionPosition VARCHAR,   
212. orderCouponCode VARCHAR,   
213. productBrand  VARCHAR,   
214. productCategoryHierarchy  VARCHAR,   
215. productCategoryLevel1 VARCHAR,   
216. productCategoryLevel2 VARCHAR,   
217. productCategoryLevel3 VARCHAR,   
218. productCategoryLevel4 VARCHAR,   
219. productCategoryLevel5 VARCHAR,   
220. productCouponCode VARCHAR,   
221. productListName VARCHAR,   
222. productVariant  VARCHAR,   
223. shoppingStage VARCHAR,   
224. M_transactionRevenue  INTEGER,   
225. M_transactionShipping INTEGER,   
226. M_transactionTax  INTEGER,   
227. M_itemQuantity  INTEGER,   
228. M_itemRevenue INTEGER,   
229. M_localTransactionRevenue INTEGER,   
230. M_localTransactionShipping  INTEGER,   
231. M_localTransactionTax INTEGER,   
232. M_localItemRevenue  INTEGER,   
233. M_internalPromotionClicks INTEGER,   
234. M_localProductRefundAmount  INTEGER,   
235. M_localRefundAmount INTEGER,   
236. M_productAddsToCart INTEGER,   
237. M_productCheckouts  INTEGER,   
238. M_productDetailViews  INTEGER,   
239. M_productListClicks INTEGER,   
240. M_productListViews  INTEGER,   
241. M_productRefundAmount INTEGER,   
242. M_productRefunds  INTEGER,   
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243. M_productRemovesFromCart  INTEGER,   
244. M_quantityAddedToCart INTEGER,   
245. M_quantityCheckedOut  INTEGER,   
246. M_quantityRefunded  INTEGER,   
247. M_quantityRemovedFromCart INTEGER,   
248. M_refundAmount  INTEGER,   
249. M_totalRefunds  INTEGER,   
250. M_totalValue  INTEGER,   
251. socialInteractionNetwork  VARCHAR,   
252. socialInteractionAction VARCHAR,   
253. socialInteractionNetworkAction  VARCHAR,   
254. socialInteractionTarget VARCHAR,   
255. socialEngagementType  VARCHAR,   
256. experimentId  INTEGER,   
257. experimentVariant VARCHAR,   
258. dimension1  VARCHAR,   
259. dimension2  VARCHAR,   
260. dimension3  VARCHAR,   
261. dimension4  VARCHAR,   
262. dimension5  VARCHAR,   
263. dimension6  VARCHAR,   
264. dimension7  VARCHAR,   
265. dimension8  VARCHAR,   
266. dimension9  VARCHAR,   
267. dimension10 VARCHAR,   
268. dimension11 VARCHAR,   
269. dimension12 VARCHAR,   
270. dimension13 VARCHAR,   
271. dimension14 VARCHAR,   
272. dimension15 VARCHAR,   
273. dimension16 VARCHAR,   
274. dimension17 VARCHAR,   
275. dimension18 VARCHAR,   
276. dimension19 VARCHAR,   
277. dimension20 VARCHAR,   
278. M_metric1 INTEGER,   
279. M_metric2 INTEGER,   
280. M_metric3 INTEGER,   
281. M_metric4 INTEGER,   
282. M_metric5 INTEGER,   
283. M_metric6 INTEGER,   
284. M_metric7 INTEGER,   
285. M_metric8 INTEGER,   
286. M_metric9 INTEGER,   
287. M_metric10  INTEGER,   
288. M_metric11  INTEGER,   
289. M_metric12  INTEGER,   
290. M_metric13  INTEGER,   
291. M_metric14  INTEGER,   
292. M_metric15  INTEGER,   
293. M_metric16  INTEGER,   
294. M_metric17  INTEGER,   
295. M_metric18  INTEGER,   
296. M_metric19  INTEGER,   
297. M_metric20  INTEGER,   
298. channelGrouping VARCHAR,   
299. sl_res1 VARCHAR,   
300. sl_res2 VARCHAR,   
301. sl_res3 VARCHAR,   
302. sl_res4 VARCHAR,   
303. sl_res5 VARCHAR,   
304. sl_res6 VARCHAR,   
305. sl_res7 VARCHAR,   
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306. sl_res8 VARCHAR,   
307. sl_res9 VARCHAR,   
308. sl_res10  VARCHAR,   
309. sl_res11  VARCHAR,   
310. sl_res12  VARCHAR,   
311. sl_res13  VARCHAR,   
312. sl_res14  VARCHAR,   
313. sl_res15  VARCHAR,   
314. sl_res16  VARCHAR,   
315. sl_res17  VARCHAR,   
316. sl_res18  VARCHAR,   
317. sl_res19  VARCHAR,   
318. sl_res20  VARCHAR   
319. );   
320.    
321. /* Copy data from Scitylana data. */   
322. copy scitylana_data from 's3://clioonlinedwh/data_scitylana/S3_101651072_20180415.

txt'    
323. credentials 'aws_iam_role=arn:aws:iam::503257996521:role/redShiftMay'   
324. delimiter '\t' region 'eu-central-1'   
325. IGNOREHEADER 1;   
326.    
327.    
328. /* To retrieve table definition to see columns*/   
329. select * from pg_table_def where tablename = 'scitylana_data';   
330.    
331.    
332. /* Display 10 records test data */   
333. select * from scitylana_data   
334. limit 10;   
335.    
336.    
337. /* Cleans data from Dimension 8 - being the Zero User ID */   
338. DELETE FROM scitylana_data   
339. WHERE dimension8='(not set)';   

 

Appendix N: SQL Statements used for Jedox Data 

1. /* Create data for jedox */   
2.    
3. drop table if exists jedox_data;   
4.    
5. create table jedox_data   
6. (   
7. kommune VARCHAR,   
8. institution_nummer  VARCHAR,   
9. school VARCHAR,   
10. portal VARCHAR,   
11. month_year DATE,   
12. amount INTEGER   
13. )   
14.    
15. /* Copy the data into Redshift*/   
16.    
17. copy jedox_data from 's3://clioonlinedwh/data_jedox/jedox_udtraek_may_2018_v2.csv'    
18. credentials 'aws_iam_role=arn:aws:iam::503257996521:role/redShiftMay'   
19. delimiter ';' region 'eu-central-1'   
20. IGNOREHEADER 1;   
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Appendix O: Intervention interview guide for second BIE cycle 

Introduktion: 

• Tak for sidst 

o Kort re-cap fra sidste interview 

• Hvordan er status på dette projekt, set fra jeres synspunkt? 

o Er der opstået noget nyt, som vi skal forholde os til? 

[Fremvisning af artifakten, samt opkobling til PowerBI] 

User Experience: 

• Hvordan oplevede du navigationen i ClioWarehouse? 

o Var menuerne nemme at finde 

o Gav teksterne mening 

o Fandt du hvad du forventede, da du klikkede rundt i applikationen 

• Hvordan oplevede du tabellerne med kørte jobs? 

o Forstod du informationerne i dem 

o Kan du benytte informationerne til noget? 

• Hvad synes du om, at man tilgår data warehouset igennem en SQL Client? 

o Er det nemt eller svært? 

Operations: 

• Ville du kunne bruge artifakten i din daglige arbejdsgang? 

o Hvis ja, hvordan, hvis nej, hvorfor ikke? 

• Hvordan kan ClioWarehouse biddrage til dine analyser? 

Organizational Value: 

• Hvilken tilgang skal til, hvis Clio Online skal skabe værdi af ClioWarehouse? 

• Hvilke områder, kunne du forestille dig, at ClioWarehouse kunne have indflydelse 

på? Hvis nogle, og hvorfor? 
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Appendix P: Table mappings of CO DWH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix Q: SQL Statements used for UVM Data 

1. DROP TABLE IF EXISTS schools;   
2.    
3. create table if not exists schools(   
4. insititutions_nummer INTEGER NOT NULL,   
5. institutions_navn VARCHAR,   
6. postnr INTEGER,   
7. postdistrikt VARCHAR,   
8. telefonnummer VARCHAR,   
9. email VARCHAR,   
10. website VARCHAR,   
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11. institutionstype VARCHAR,   
12. undervisnings_niveau VARCHAR,   
13. kommune VARCHAR,   
14. region VARCHAR,   
15. PRIMARY KEY (insititutions_nummer)   
16. )   
17.    
18. copy schools from 's3://clioonlinedwh/data_uvm/institutionnumber_udtraek.csv'    
19. credentials 'aws_iam_role=arn:aws:iam::503257996521:role/redShiftMay'   
20. delimiter ';' region 'eu-central-1'   
21. IGNOREHEADER 1;   

 

Appendix R: A snapshot of our development project board close to the revelation of the 

alpha version of the artifact. 
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